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DEAR READER,
Many of you will be reading this away from your place of work. Workshops,
along with every other type of business across the UK and around the globe,
have faced unprecedented and worrying times. Thousands of you decided
at the beginning of the lockdown to close the garage doors and furlough
staff until the situation changes, and many have managed to adapt to keep
things ticking over. Whichever camp you are in, we salute you. Everyone’s
situation is unique, and we must respect how others choose to deal with the
fallout from this pandemic.
The upside to this awful virus is the ingenuity, solidarity and abundant
compassion we have seen from individuals and businesses, to their personal
or professional networks and complete strangers. It has been a true leveller
as no-one is immune to this illness or to the effects it has on our work life.
It is at times like these when you really know who’s there for you, and this is
never forgotten.
One particular guiding light we’d like to salute is the Automotive Support
Group www.facebook.com/groups/automotivesupportgroup, driven,
and used, by some of the most experienced technicians out there, who
happen to be some of the loveliest people I’ve met over the 18 years
in this industry – I’m sure many of you would agree. I don’t think it’s an
exaggeration to say this has proven to be a lifeline for many, providing
invaluable support, advice and much needed motivation to keep going.
In our cover story, starting on page 34, workshops share their coping
strategies, there’s an abundance of links and information to help both your
personal and financial health, and a round-up of good news stories.
On a technical front, we gear up for post-lockdown with Rob Marshall’s
features on preventative maintenance and how to communicate the
benefits to customers, focusing on Aircon (page 20), Suspension (page 25)
and Engine & DPF Cleaning (page 30).
Stay safe & look after each other.

NATHAN WISE, DIGITAL BRAND MANAGER
Nathan@autotechnician.co.uk
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EDITOR

MIKE SMITH, EDITORIAL ASSISTANT
admin@autotechnician.co.uk
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industry
‘BOUNCE BACK LOANS’ AVAILABLE FROM MAY 4
On April 27, the Government introduced a Bounce Back Loans
scheme, which it says provides access to loans between £2,000
and £50,000 within days.

a vital role in their communities. This new rapid loan scheme
will help ensure they get the finance they need quickly to help
survive this crisis.”

Businesses will be able to apply from May 4 by completing a
brief form – loans will be capped at 25 per cent of turnover, will
be interest-free for the first 12 months and no repayments will
be due in the first year. Firms will be able to access these loans
through a network of accredited lenders.

Mike Cherry, Chairman of the Federation of Small Businesses,
said: “To date, the existing interruption loan scheme has not
been working for the small firms that make-up 99% of our
business community. The decision by the chancellor to listen
to our recommendation for a 100% guarantee on smaller loans,
alongside the creation of a new fast-track system for those
applying for them, will give hope to thousands.”

The Chancellor of the Exchequer, Rishi Sunak, said: “Our
smallest businesses are the backbone of our economy and play

MOT UPDATES: KEEP UP TO DATE WITH DVSA NEWS
As you are aware, MOT expiry dates have been extended by
six months to help prevent the spread of COVID-19, if they
were due to expire on or after 30 March 2020. Customers
who had an MOT due to expire before this should have

booked an MOT as usual and must ensure they keep their
vehicle roadworthy. Continue to review DVSA notifications to
ensure you are complying with the latest regulations.
www.gov.uk/coronavirus

IGA DISCOURAGES MOT DISCOUNTING
The Independent Garage Association, IGA, is
campaigning against the practice of discounting MOTs
to help garages recuperate costs from the loss of
revenue throughout the current pandemic.
Stuart James, IGA Chief Executive states: “Independent
garages have faced a sudden, drastic decline in business
due to the DVSA’s MOT extension and Government
instructions to stay at home.

HELPING GARAGES ADJUST TO THE NEW
NORM

INDUSTRY

Car repair website AutoAdvisor.co.uk is offering more
contactless servicing options to motorists by providing
a free subscription to garages and mobile mechanics
during this crisis.
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All non-essential retail businesses were forced to close
on 23 March, but due to the role that independent
garages play in supporting the public sector emergency
workers, garages are exempt from closure. With an
increasing number of people working from home, the
AutoAdvisor website has seen a rise in motorists looking
for maintenance and mechanical repairs to be carried
out in a ‘contactless’ way at home and the firm says it is
working closely with mobile mechanics and garages to
address these requests.
AutoAdvisor.co.uk is also encouraging garages to
offer a collection and delivery service whereby a garage
will collect a vehicle, carry out an MOT, service and/or
repair and then bring the vehicle back.

“Provision of the MOT service is critical to the safety
of UK road users, but many garages feel the need to
discount MOTs to remain competitive, leaving them
struggling to cover their hourly business costs. The
industry cannot afford to continue providing MOT tests
as a loss-making service going forward.
“As we start to see the lockdown easing, the time is
right for garages to stand united by charging the DVSA’s
recommended price of £54.85 for an MOT test. This
will help independent garages to remain open, recoup
recent losses, and allow them to carry out their vital roles
keeping the UK’s vehicles running safely.”
The IGA is supporting independent garages through
the coronavirus pandemic with advice and resources,
which can be found at:
www.IndependentGarageAssociation.co.uk.

VEHICLE OWNERSHIP IN THE UK SURPASSES
40 MILLION
The number of vehicles registered for use on British roads
has surpassed 40 million for the first time, according to new
Motorparc data released by the Society of Motor Manufacturers
and Traders (SMMT). More than 35 million cars and five million
commercial vehicles were in use in the UK in 2019, a 1.0%
increase on the previous year.
Many of these vehicles are helping to provide transport for
essential workers, deliveries and emergency services. The
SMMT states that 25,000 ambulance and fire service vehicles,
together with more than 20,000 supermarket delivery trucks
and lorries, are keeping the nation safe, supermarket shelves
stocked, and the flow of food, medicine and care to vulnerable
people going during the coronavirus crisis. Equally crucial
to keeping the cogs turning are the garages that have kept
their doors open to ensure these vehicles remain safe and
operational during this time of need.
The UK’s 40 million-strong fleet now includes more than three
quarters of a million low, ultra-low and zero emission cars.
The number of these cars grew by 26% last year, with 11,832
hybrids, 144,335 plug-in hybrids and 92,913 battery electric
vehicles now in use, although this segment still makes up just
2.2% of the overall car parc. Meanwhile, the number of diesel
cars in use fell marginally by -0.9% to 13,723,299, accounting for
39% of the parc, while petrol cars grew by 1.2% to 20,657,838.
With more drivers opting for the latest low emission vehicle
technology, average CO2 emissions continue to fall across the
parc – down -19.2% since 2008 to the lowest on record.

SURVEY REVEALS INCREASED TRUST IN
GARAGES
In April, online car maintenance service provider Fixter,
revealed national survey results which show that essential
businesses, such as independent garages, are valued
more than before the crisis and that 89% of customers
who rely on their cars now think that it is more important
than ever to keep it in a good condition.
Limvirak Chea, Co-Founder and CEO of Fixter, said: “We
asked our customers how their views on independent
garages and essential services may have changed since
the crisis started. We found that the trust in both has
substantially increased and that the general public value
essential businesses more, as they look at them in a
different light and rely on them more than ever.”
“In the past, some independent garages probably haven’t
had the reputation they deserve, but now they have
shown that they can respond to a crisis and play a critical
role in keeping the country moving at a difficult time.
They have stepped-up and are rising to the challenge by
responding to people’s needs and continue to deliver the
best possible service for those who need it most.”
www.fixter.co.uk

gea_1_Layout 1 18/03/2014 13:06 Page 2

IS YOUR
VEHICLE LIFT SAFE?
Visit www.gea.co.uk to find a list of companies who have their engineers
independently accredited by the Garage Equipment Association.

INDUSTRY

By regulation, vehicle lifts must be inspected and maintained by a
competent person.

www.gea.co.uk
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A MESSAGE FROM FIRST LINE
First line says it is in the public interest to ensure ongoing
service, repair and MOT of emergency and essential service
vehicles and the vehicles of key workers continues throughout
these unprecedented times and it will remain open and
operational throughout this pandemic (except for an enforced
closure) to provide vital supply chain solutions to its customer
base.
It is enabling as many staff as possible to work remotely from
home and has established a remote call centre. The supplier

is encouraging customers who do not already use electronic
ordering to adopt this method, to reduce the pressure on its
customer services help line and increase productivity and
ordering accuracy. It can receive electronic orders through
https://webcat.firstline.co.uk/Home and TecCom.
‘So, first and foremost, our business is open as usual, receiving
orders and shipping products to our global customer base.
From everyone at First Line, we wish you and your families well
and together let’s keep the network moving.’

DAYCO HELPS TRANSFORM SNORKELLING
MASK INTO LIFE-SAVING VENTILATOR

the facilities and machinery required to make the Charlotte
Valve in the required numbers, as well as a duty to respond
to the national and international emergency.”

Dayco is using its manufacturing resources to help fight
COVID-19 by producing a vital component in the conversion
of a readily available snorkelling mask into a life-saving
ventilator.

Many aftermarket suppliers have stepped up to help during the
outbreak, our cover story starts on page 34 where we find out
how two workshops are coping during lockdown and includes
financial advice for owner/managers, mental health strategies,
links to video and online information and more good news
stories from the aftermarket.

The adaption of the mask, normally supplied via sports
outlet Decathlon, has been led by an inventor supported by
a project team including Italian consultancy Isinnova and
several partners, and has transformed the snorkelling mask
into a vital resource that is already being used in hospitals in
northern Italy and by the Italian Red Cross.
Dayco has produced a key component, the Charlotte
Valve, that allows the mask to be converted to a medical
respiratory device, and is producing it on 3-D printers at its
San Bernardo d’Ivrea facility in northern Italy.
President of Dayco Global Powertrain Operations, Michael
Weiss, said: “To be able to contribute in the fight against this
terrible virus was an easy decision to make as we have both

BEN RECEIVES VITAL FUNDS FROM IMI
CENTENARY DINNER
The Institute of the Motor Industry Centenary Dinner in March
came just before the coronavirus lock down came into effect
and guests donated more than £17,000 to BEN, the IMI’s
nominated charity for its centenary year.

INDUSTRY

Steve Nash, CEO of the IMI and Chairman of BEN commented:
“Our Annual Dinner is always a great networking opportunity,
as well as providing the platform to recognise outstanding
achievers in our sector. And the 2020 event, marking the start
of our centenary year, was no exception even though there
was much talk about the likely impact of the coronavirus on all
aspects of the automotive retail marketplace.
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“But importantly, and I think really demonstrating the true spirit
of the sector, attendees did not hold back in donating to BEN.
In normal times there is a real recognition of the support BEN
provides to those working in the automotive sector when they
face illness or financial difficulties. But I think at our Centenary
Dinner there was even more recognition of the role BEN will
need to play in the coming months, so it was hugely gratifying
to see the commitment demonstrated on the night, through
contactless donations, as well as the traditional envelopes on
the tables, and, for the first time, a silent auction.

“BEN provides a wealth of resources to support the health
& wellbeing of those working in the automotive industry,
including a helpline and a range of online tips, advice & tools
accessible at www.ben.org.uk. The funds raised at the IMI
Centenary Dinner – which is all part of our target to raise
£100,000 in total for BEN over the next 12 months, will be
particularly valuable to enable this team to continue their great
work.”
www.ben.org.uk

AFFORDABLE CAR ELECTRONIC
REMANUFACTURING

£225
+ VAT

TCU Continental 7G-tronic (722.9) First, Second and
Third Generation
Remanufactured: £225 + VAT

For over 15 years ACtronics has been developing their remanufacturing methods and techniques
for electronic automotive components. We believe remanufacturing reduces the amount of
unnecessary automotive waste and can offer a cost-effective solution to purchasing a new part.
Remanufacturing gets your customers back on the road.
Common problems: P0705 - Transmission Range Sensor (TRS) Circuit Malfunction | RPM sensor faults
- Fault codes: 0717, 0718, 0722, 0723, 2200, 2201, 2204, 2205, 2206, 2207, 2767, 2768; transmission in
limp-home mode (occasionally)
All remanufactured units come with a two-year warranty. Remanufactured to last!
Contact us now: 01206 849920

www.actronics.co.uk | info@actronics.co.uk

Here’s a few questions to whet
your appetite:
Q. Taken from Autotech Test 2: What would be
the expected fuel pressure created by the high
pressure pump for a Direct Petrol Injection
system?
Q. Taken from Autotech Test 3 : The circuit in Figure
3 below shows a Parallel Resistance circuit
connected to a 12-Volt battery. What would the
Current (Amps) values be if measurements were
taken at positions A, B and C? Assume the voltage
remains at a constant 12-volts.

Dockyard training
event rescheduled
Autotechnician has rescheduled its Big Weekend
that was due to take place at the Historic Dockyard
in Chatham on July 10-11 to November 20/21 due to
the current pandemic. The two-day training event will
now take place at Delphi Technologies’ workshop in
Warwick. Please email Nicola@autotechnician.co.uk
if you’d like to register your interest and be notified as
soon as tickets go on sale.

Test your knowledge with these free
online tests
Andy Crook of GotBoost is currently compiling the next
Autotech test to tantalise your fault-finding skills. If you have
not taken a free online Autotech assessment before, fill out
a brief form at www.autotechnician.co.uk/registration
to receive an alert when the next confidential test is available
online and to access a database of existing assessments.

AUTOTECH

There are now eight Autotech multiple choice tests available
at www.autotechnician.co.uk/registration. Once
completed, you will instantly receive your scores, along with
highlighted correct answers, as well as explanations and further
information.
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Fill out a brief form at www.autotechnician.co.uk/
registration to receive an alert when the next confidential
test is available in May. We will award £50 to a randomly
selected top-scorer in the first two weeks of the test going
live.

AUTOTECH 2020 is sponsored by:

Q. Taken from Autotech Test 5, Diesel Case Study:
On modern diesel vehicles the throttle valve is
used…
a) To enable a soft shut down for driver comfort and
regulate airflow during DPF regeneration
b) To regulate airflow into the engine in response to
driver demand
c) To act as a governor
d) To improve cold start characteristics (choke
function).
Q. Taken from Autotech Test 7: LIN Bus uses what as
the physical layer?
a) Single shielded wire
b) Single unshielded wire
c) Twisted shielded pair
d) Twisted unshielded pair.

CORE
PROCESS:
A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A BRAKE ENGINEERING CALIPER
1
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REMANUFACTURING
CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE
Our caliper remanufacturing is
located in Wrexham, North Wales.
Old core units are delivered
here daily.

2

INSPECTION
We inspect each unit against
strict core acceptance criteria
where rejected units are
scrapped or returned.

REBUILD
The unit is then
ready for rebuilding
and passes through
advanced production
cells including:

3

BREAKDOWN

4

CLEANING

5

PLATING

Accepted units
are fully dismantled
including the
pistons and sliders.

The dismantled unit then
passes to a blast wash
where it is cleansed of
dirt and debris.

The unit is then electroplated
in a Chrome 6 free finish
which aids the life of our
calipers.
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TESTING
Each unit is only released
once it passes stringent
multi-stage high and low
pressure tests as used at
OE level.

• Fitment of 100% new
rubber components.
• Fitment of 100% new
piston and sliders –
manufactured on site.

8
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100%
NEW PISTONS USED

IN EVERY UNIT
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FITMENT
Fitted to cars every day for
trouble free motoring.

CALIPER
WE CAN
REMANUFACTURING
IS RUN 24 HOURS
5 DAYS A WEEK 4/5 DAYS

ORIGINAL AFTERMARKET SINCE 1981

BE15CI

PACKING
In the distinctive black
and amber Brake
Engineering box.

REMANUFACTURE IN

92%
MARKET COVERAGE

www.brake-eng.com

EVERY 5TH
CALIPER WE

REMANUFACTURE

SHIPMENT
Delivered nationwide
daily via next day
delivery.

100%
NEW SLIDERS AND SEALS

IS DIFFERENT USED IN EVERY UNIT

Autologic case
study:
Volvo V50 –
intermittent loss of power

A WORKSHOP WAS PRESENTED WITH A VOLVO V50,
WHICH HAD A 4-CYLINDER ENGINE, THAT LOST
POWER INTERMITTENTLY WHEN DRIVING. THE CAR
HAD BEEN TO THE OWNER’S LOCAL GARAGE AND
THEY HAD FITTED A THROTTLE PEDAL BASED ON
THE FAULT CODE. AFTER FITTING THE NEW PART, THE
PROBLEM WAS NOT FIXED AND AS A RESULT, THE CAR
RETURNED A WEEK LATER.

The car was now with an Opus IVS customer and they
requested help in trying to solve the problem, as they were
unfamiliar with this particular Volvo model. A quick test
was sent in from the Opus IVS DrivePro diagnostic device,
displaying ‘ECM (Engine Control Module) fault code 9520
Accelerator position sensor, signal too low/high’. This is a
common misdiagnosis that leads to a replacement throttle
being fitted when it is, in fact, a wiring issue.
The pedal sensor has two signals – one direct to the ECM
(PWM, Pulse With Modulation, signal) and the other is
analogue to the CEM (Central Electronic Module), which is then
conveyed to the ECM over the CAN network for pedal-check
correlation.

The Autologic Master technician advised the customer involved
wiring and pin grip checks from the pedal to the ECM and CEM:

Pedal pin checks
1. 5 Volt supply from CEM plug G pin 22
2. Analogue output signal to CEM plug G pin 31 (0.15 volts
pedal released; 4.85 volts pedal fully pressed)
3. 4-cylinder engines, sensor ground to CEM plug G pin 7.
4. Ground to chassis
5. Output to ECM (PWM) approx. 6% pedal released, approx.
90% pedal fully pressed (plug and pin designation, ECM
variant dependent)
6. Fused battery volts supply (engine bay fuse board).
As a result of the above diagnosis from the Opus IVS Master
Technician, the car was successfully fixed, leading to one happy
garage and ultimately, a happy customer.

CASE STUDY

Technical training videos
Various technical videos can be found
on the Opus IVS website, covering
marque-specific service functions,
as well as training videos, including
VW/Audi VVT testing and diagnosing, coding and
programming, BMW ISTA Pass-Thru and VW Audi
ODIS.
Click here to view.
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SAFE AND
SOUND(LESS).

FAG wheel bearings are approved for original fitment and
engineered for a smooth and silent drive.
As a safety critical component, there are good reasons why
the world’s leading vehicle manufacturers choose to fit FAG.
One such reason is our innovative Low Friction Torque (LFT)
sealing technology that reduces bearing friction by 30%,
ultimately cutting CO2 emissions and fuel consumption by over 1%.
Cheaper bearings might not include patented technologies like LFT,
and may also not have been engineered or tested to conform to
the many rigorous standards that FAG has to meet as an OE supplier.
www.repxpert.co.uk | www.schaeffler.co.uk/aftermarket

Adhering to the Diagnostic
Triangle to diagnose a roughrunning Audi A1

TION
RMA

kNO
WLE
D

INFO

GE

BY ANDY CROOK

CASE STUDY

EQUIPMENT
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KNOWLEDGE, INFORMATION, & EQUIPMENT IS WHAT
I OFTEN REFER TO AS THE DIAGNOSTIC TRIANGLE.
YOU NEED ALL THREE TO PERFORM EFFECTIVELY AS
A DIAGNOSTIC TECHNICIAN. THE LENGTH OF EACH
SIDE CAN VARY BUT IT IS STILL A TRIANGLE. LIKEWISE,
YOU MAY REQUIRE MORE KNOWLEDGE THAN
EQUIPMENT AND INFORMATION ON SOME JOBS, BUT
THEY ALL HAVE A ROLE TO PLAY IN A SUCCESSFUL
DIAGNOSIS.

“Is there anything else you would like to tell us?” The customer
informed us that it improved vastly when it warmed up. It had
driven to the workshop, so we agreed to leave it overnight.

When a 2011 Audi A1 1.6 TDI common rail with the engine
code CAYC was booked in for a diagnostic assessment, I had no
idea which side of the diagnostic triangle I was going to lean
on most. In fact, I never give it much thought, until the side I
need at that moment in time lets me down and the triangle
falls over.

1. D
 iagnostic Interface for Data-Bus 3041 Energy
management active (sporadic)

The Audi in question came in with quite a history of recent
repairs and attempts to rectify a rough running complaint.
The customer completed the diagnostic questionnaire and
straightaway, the alarm bells began to ring.
Several garages had fitted a number of parts, without any
success, including: A set of injectors, another set of injectors
(just in case), a complete fuel rail, and a rail pressure sensor.
After the customer questionnaire is complete, we always ask

The next day we carried out a visual inspection and the first
thing we noticed was a replacement engine. This had not been
mentioned by the customer. We could tell it was a ‘good un’
as it had the yellow paint sprayed over it in strategic places
– everybody knows this means it had been rigorously tested
before sale. It looked to be fitted correctly, the fuel filter had
been replaced and the oil was clean and up to the mark. So, a
global scan was carried out. Five faults were retrieved:

2. E
 ngine Electronics 7338 leakage air in Intake System
(sporadic)
3. E
 ngine Electronics 10116 Fuel rail system pressure too
low (sporadic)
4. A
 ir Conditioning 819 High-Pressure sender lower limit
not achieved (sporadic)
5. D
 iver Side Door Electronics 2111 Window lifter motor or
incorrect basic setting (sporadic)
All faults were logged over the past three months.
Continued...

Driven by

COMFORT

Protection for allergy sufferers inside the car:
the new Bosch Cabin FILTER+
Watery eyes, itching sneezing attacks -allergic reactions
are particularly annoying when driving a car. In these
cases, the new FILTER+ can provide relief! That is because
it separates allergens, bacteria and fine dust particles
efficiently preventing them from entering the car.
Switch from standard or activated-carbon filters
to FILTER+ now - and improve your customers well-being.
boschaftermarket.co.uk
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140/21A 12/24V Starter/Charger
• Model No.
SUPERBOOST140
• List Price £199.95

Model No. LED360HTG
List Price £19.95

FREE HEAD TORCH

£500K
Free stock

GIVEAWAAY!

VALID UNTIL 31ST AUGUST 2020

Just some of the deals available inside
the Garage & Workshop Promotion.
27pc 1000V
Insulated Tool Kit
VDE Approved

Soundbars, Head
Torches, Earbuds &
Bottle Openers with
selected products
inside the Garage &
Workshop Promotion.
Request your copy
online or pick up from
your nearest Sealey
Stockist.
13pc Anti-Slip Extra Long
Jumbo TRX-Star* Key Set

£134.95 EXC.
VAT
£161.94 INC.
VAT
1/2"Sq Drive
Composite Air
Impact Wrench
Twin Hammer

• Model No. SA6006
• List Price £239.95

£179.95 EXC.
VAT
£215.94 INC.
VAT

Model No. LED360HT
List Price £19.95

FREE HEAD TORCH

Pneumatic Brake & Clutch Pressure Bleeder Kit

Model No. SB1
List Price £49.95

FREE SOUND BAR

• Model No. AK7188
• List Price £91.95

• Model No. AK7945
• List Price £329.95

£229.95 EXC.
VAT
£275.94 INC.
VAT

Model No. DL7
List Price £29.16

FREE EARBUDS

£54.95 EXC.
VAT
£65.94 INC.
VAT

• Model No. VS0204
• List Price £449.95

£329.95 EXC.
VAT
£395.94 INC.
VAT

*Please refer to www.sealey.co.uk/guarantee for more information on guarantees. TRX-STAR, TRX-TS
and TRX-P tools are suitable for driving TORX® and TORX PLUS® fasteners respectively. TORX® and
TORX PLUS® are registered trademarks of Acument Intellectual Properties, LLC.

Similarly, air, coolant and fuel temperature values are also low
hanging fruit but offer less value. Injection control is also critical
to the correct operation of the engine but is much harder to
test.
The rail pressure via live data at idle was 423.16 Bar, the
specified pressure was 421.50 Bar. So, taken at face value,
the rail pressure appears to be correct. But remember the
Diagnostic Triangle? Previous experience (knowledge) of this
system suggests that the rail pressure should be around 285
Bar at idle. A quick search of previous vehicles with the same
engine code produced a data capture to confirm this, see
Figure 1 below.
The vehicle was started and pronounced diesel knock was
evident just before the engine cut out. The next step was
a relative compression check, which as the yellow paint
suggested, it passed. Live data was the next logical step, but
what should we be looking at? The obvious choice was smooth
running control or injection quantity variation:
Cyl 1

-2.597 mg/stroke

Cyl 2

-4.03 mg/stroke

Cyl 3

2.713 mg/stroke

Cyl 4

2.712 mg/stroke

Figure 1.

Main Injection Quantity 12.488 mg/stroke.
There was obviously something wrong, but what was the data
indicating? The engine had even compression, the injectors
were new and there were no recent fault codes. Yet the engine
was knocking and cut out unless you revved it, when it did run,
and as the customer said, it improved to the point that it would
tick over once warm.
It was time for a cup of tea, to reflect on what we knew, we
didn’t know and what we needed to know.
Know

Don't know

Need to know

Compression
even

Why?

Injection Control
Correct?

Injectors new

Rail Pressure
correct?

Diesel Knock
at idle

All temps
reporting correctly?

Inj Qty variation
out of range

Taking time to process the information gives you the ability
to plan the next step in the process more efficiently. I tend to
prioritise tests in two ways, how easy is it to perform & how
much value will it add? In this case, measuring the rail pressure
was easy using live data (equipment) and rail pressure is
fundamental to the correct running of the engine. So, it was an
obvious next step.

Once the parts arrived and were fitted, we tested the lowpressure supply, the gauge registered 6 bar. But was that
correct? What is the difference between the 0.5 bar and the 6
bar systems? Once again information is required. It revealed
that during 2011 the fuel system was changed, a quick visual
inspection was required to identify which system was fitted –
the only difference being the flange on the high-pressure fuel
pump. It was noted that the replacement engine had the wide
flange 0.5 Bar pump fitted. The correct pump for this vehicle is
the narrow flange 6.0 Bar pump. The customer was consulted
and decided to have the correct pump fitted by the garage
that replaced the engine, which was still attached to the
original engine.
Once again Knowledge, Information and Equipment applied
in a logical process had resulted in a successful diagnosis.

Andy provides free guides and video tutorials on
scoping in addition to his training courses. Check out
www.gotboost.uk

CASE STUDY

Improves with
speed & temp

What it doesn’t tell us is why the commanded rail pressure was
so high. Back to the planning stage of what we know, don’t
know and need to know. As always, we begin with the easiest
test with the most value. Fuel quality, fuel supply flow and
low-pressure tests. We ‘needed to know’ what the low-pressure
supply should be and used the AllData platform to gather the
information. Two systems could be fitted with either 6 bar or
0.5 bar supply pressures. Upon inspection of fuel quality, we
discovered the fuel was ‘red,’ I told you alarm bells were ringing
at the start. The pipes were checked for correct routing and
it was noticed that the metal return pipe was kinked. Before
conducting any further tests, the customer was contacted
and authority requested to replace the return flow pipe from
the fuel rail and for additional time to carry out further tests,
including draining the tank and filling with clean diesel.
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Eden Tyres & Servicing (ETS) has witnessed rapid
growth within the past decade and states that being
part of the CASTROL service network has helped to
grow its profile.

Growth with independence:
Eden Tyres & Servicing

WORKSHOP VISIT

DOES COLLABORATING WITH A GLOBAL BRAND
MEAN SACRIFICING YOUR INDIVIDUALITY? NOT
NECESSARILY, DISCOVERS ROB MARSHALL, WHO
INVESTIGATES HOW EDEN TYRES & SERVICING
HAS EVOLVED A SEEMINGLY IDEAL WORKING
RELATIONSHIP WITH CASTROL SERVICE
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Like many independent enterprises, Eden Tyre Sales owes
its inception to one man's vision. Using his experience and
expertise, gleaned primarily from working for a national tyre
distributor chain, John Eden took the plunge in 1981 and
went solo. While the founding workshop, based in Normanton,
Derbyshire, focussed on mainly fast-fit service work, his
experience of bulk-buying tyres resulted in him supplying
other garages. This wholesale division boosted revenue in
those intrepid years and remains a crucial arm of the business
almost four decades later.
While John initially refused to employ his sons, until they had
gained sufficient grounding elsewhere first, both Jim and
Matt eventually joined the business but on strict conditions.
While they started as technicians and delivery drivers, the
next-generation Edens played a pivotal role in expanding the
company. A second location opened in nearby Ripley during
1994 and, by the time Eden Senior retired in 2005, the business
had grown to five branches. The brothers then took-over the
business entirely to prepare it for more ambitious growth.

Rapid expansion
Since 2012, the business has opened approximately one new
centre annually and, since Autotechnican visited the newest
premises at Swadlincote Derbyshire during mid-February,
a new workshop was announced as we went to press. Yet,
expanding outside of Derbyshire and into the neighbouring
counties of Warwickshire and Leicestershire meant that it has
had to boost its profile in areas unfamiliar with ETS.
"One way in which we sought to achieve this is through
involvement with another well-recognised, global brand",
explained the company's Retail Director, Jim Nicholls, but this
has its difficulties.
Continued...

While ETS was the first independent garage to join CASTROL
Service, it has just signed its second, three years-long contract

facebook.com/ngksparkplugsuk
NGK UK YouTube
instagram.com/ngkntkuk
NGK Spark Plugs (UK) Ltd

ngkntk.com

WARNING
SIGNS

Cold weather. Cold comfort. Unless you fit the best.
We all know that glow plugs have greater demands placed on them now than at
any other time of year. And if they are found faulty then what better way of preventing
a recurrence than fitting the best. NGK Glow Plugs.

AND GET GREAT FREE GIFTS
WITH NGK BOXCLEVER

Reacting independently to the
modern world

Due to oil specifications becoming more specialised, the Race
Group and Castrol have reacted by supplying smaller quantities to
support independents, by helping lower garage stock levels and
maximising storage space

"A major issue is that such relationships tend to be less of a
partnership, because of the pressure to comply with the larger
company's corporate policies. We felt that this was not right
for our business model in the East Midlands, let alone our
customers."

The perfect balance: CASTROL Service
As the number of ETS workshops increased, so too did the
demand for lubricants. Benefitting from the company's
bulk-buying experience with tyres, Jim sought to do the
same with lubricants. Yet, he insists that the exercise was
not about slashing costs through economies-of-scale. The
move would satisfy the desire to align ETS with another
well-respected company that would not prejudice the family
firm's independence. While Jim admits that seeking a suitable
partnership rather than a takeover was not an easy exercise,
the eventual solution came on the back of lucky timing, as he
recalled:

WORKSHOP VISIT

"When we were looking for a lubricant partnership around
six years ago, the Race Group and Castrol were seeking to
align themselves with high-quality, independent workshops.
We liked the prospects and signed a three-year contract. The
relationship has been so fruitful, especially as the number of
ETS outlets has increased considerably, we have remained in
the CASTROL Service network ever since."
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While Castrol is a renowned lubricants brand, the service
network's public profile is being raised independently. Jim
revealed that this continued investment is a significant reason
why quality independent workshops should consider joining
the network. While there is no upfront financial charge, 95% of
servicing work must use Castrol products supplied by The Race
Group. While Jim stated that this might sound dictatorial, he
clarified that the resultant two-way communication is where
the partnership shines.
"Should Castrol be either unable to supply a specialist lubricant,
or not deliver it on time, we have noticed that providing
feedback about alternative products that we have used is not
ignored and is acted upon."

With vehicle technology evolving at such a fast pace, ETS
admits that an independent aftermarket repair business
must be responsible to keep up-to-date with technological
developments that are relevant to its customer base. As
it aligns the suspension of approximately 2,000 cars every
month, the company is developing its ADAS capabilities. While
virtually all customer cars to date are conventional petrol/
diesels models, ETS has upskilled a dozen of its technical staff
on high-voltage safety and fault-finding and it plans to increase
that number, dependent on volumes of hybrids and Electric
Vehicles that enter its workshops in the future.
Yet, customer demands and expectations have increased, too.
The online experience is increasingly relevant and Joanna
Saxton, the company's Marketing and Social Media Manager
told AT:
"We have found that an increasing number of customers prefer
to book their appointments through the Internet and present
the receptionist with their mobile 'phone screen that includes
all of the details. Increasingly, this is the modern way and our
online booking system is similar to those used by many other
industries, such as the medical profession. We have found
that all of our millennial customers book online and value the
text message reminders that we send the day before. We also
encourage feedback, especially on Trustpilot, but responding
to criticism is even more important than bathing in the warm
glow of positive reviews!"
While ETS continues to develop this area, Joanna insists on the
importance of the company continuing to do things its own
way:
"It is very easy to embrace the latest trends and technology
and, maybe, choose the wrong medium. For example, we feel
that creating videos of a customer's car to show worn brake
pads, for example, is not only more time consuming but also
not as effective as a good quality picture. Even so, we must not
forget the importance of face-to-face relationships. Recently,
we have hosted a female-only basic car maintenance social
event and we plan to extend this to local learner drivers."
So, while moving with the times and evolving is essential
for any business, not getting carried away, making the right
decisions and working with others but retaining independence
seems to be a winning formula for ETS, as it heads towards its
fortieth year.

The CASTROL Service network supports the quality independent
workshop, without controlling it, which is especially evident in this
customer worksheet, where the ETS brand remains dominant.

COVID-19 CORONAVIRUS
The IGA is supporting independent garages through the
COVID-19 pandemic. Find everything you need to fight
the virus at: IndependentGarageAssociation.co.uk

Call us for more information on:

IndependentGarageAssociation.co.uk

Pre-empting future air
conditioning problems
does not always dictate you
add much time to a typical
service book time. This car's
system was working well
but this perished pipe was
unlikely to hold pressure
for long and was reported
to the customer.

Helping customers keep their cool
PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE IS ESPECIALLY RELEVANT WITH AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS, LEADING
ROB MARSHALL TO FIND-OUT WHAT MEASURES YOU CAN TAKE TO MAINTAIN CUSTOMER COMFORT
THROUGHOUT THE YEAR

AIRCON

While, at the time of writing, garages and MOT stations are
permitted to stay open, this does not mean that customers
will venture out for what they might see as non-essential
work. With the extension of MOT Test expiry dates by six
months (at least), service work might reduce in the short term.
If social restrictions relax by the summer months, however,
you may see a spike in car owners complaining that their air
conditioning is either inoperative or not very effective.
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Preventative maintenance
Air conditioning requires regular use, which is one of the main
preventative maintenance tasks required of the driver. Bosch is
one such component and hardware supplier that confirms that

the air conditioning's oil circulates with the gas, but only when
it is used, which keeps the various seals plump and in good
condition. This helps to minimise leaks. Yet, just as tyres lose
air pressure naturally over time, in an air conditioning system,
pressurised gas escapes too. While the compressor should not
activate, once the pressure drops below an internal threshold,
it can be damaged, if operated in low-pressure scenarios. While
rarely mentioned on manufacturers’ maintenance schedules,
Nissens strongly advises that an annual service helps to reduce
the onset of leaks. In its experience, Nissens advises that a
seemingly sound system can still have underlying issues and
that technicians should look at performing the following
operations. As access difficulties may mean that undertrays
and engine covers will need to be removed, it may be best to
perform these operations, when they are removed for other
reasons, such as during an oil change.

Top 10 servicing tips
1. Check the high and low-pressure readings and measure
air temperature at the interior vents. Doing this alone does
not guarantee that the system is in good working order, so
consider performing the following steps as well.
2. Using an infrared thermometer, measure the compressor
body temperature with its clutch engaged (if one is fitted),
after it has been running for at least five minutes. At 20°C,
your reading should be approximately 50-60°C.
3. A
 gain, using your thermometer, check temperatures at the
inlet and outlet ports on the condenser and note that the
difference between your readings should be around 30%.

In researching this feature, AT has received wildly different
estimations between the current mix of R134a and the
newer R1234yf in the aftermarket. Even so, Bosch advises
that garages possess more than a single machine to cater
for both gasses. It states that machines in the new Andiamo
range boast a 99% refrigerant recovery rate, compared
with the more usual 90-95%. For a workshop averaging five
air conditioning services per week for 50 weeks per year,
Bosch states this can save the cost of nine bottles of R1234yf
refrigerant annually.

4. Checking for contamination requires fitting a Visual
Diagnostic Tool to the air conditioning system's service ports.
If in good condition, you should see a light green colour
through the inspection glass. Brown/black liquid indicates
that the system has overheated. Rubber, plastic, or metal
particles point to excessive wear, or imminent component
failure. Bubbles may designate excessive moisture. Consider
also that the PAG lubricating oil absorbs moisture and tends
to be left behind, when the gas escapes. You will also be able
to identify poor-quality previous repairs. Nissens provides
more detailed information in this downloadable booklet.

Continued...

All you need

for the excellent climate comfort

We have it all. Enjoy the season with our versatile program
of the automotive AC system key components. Genuine
Nissens quality, perfect fit and attractive offer with a
broad range covering majority of the popular car models.
Learn more at nissens.com/climate
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As mentioned in our fourth Top
Tip, Nissen's Visual Diagnostic Tool
lets you inspect the state of the oil
without recovering the refrigerant
first, saving time and money. The
picture shows the colour correlating
with a healthy system.

5. From this stage, you may wish to obtain permission from
the car owner, who might challenge you about extra work
being performed on their air conditioning, which seems to
work satisfactorily. However, you cannot check if the correct
amount of refrigerant is present without recovering it from
the system, because it is measured by weight and not by the
earlier pressure readings.
6. As with all regassing exercises, vacuuming the system
removes moisture/air from the circuit. If you noticed
excessive quantities in Step 4, you may wish to replace
the dryer, presuming it is accessible and separate to the
condenser. Otherwise, the entire condenser will need to be
renewed.

AIRCON

7. While the system is under vacuum, make visual inspections
for leaks, including tubes, hoses, condenser, receiver drier,
compressor and all joints. Look also for corrosion, especially
between aluminium and steel components.
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8. Due to their position in front of the radiator, condenser
cooling fins are vulnerable to impact damage and corrosion.
If you can reach it (with the engine off ) remove any
accumulated organic matter, such as rotted leaves. Run a
blunt tool (do not poke) very gently across the lower fins
especially; should they turn to dust and/or disintegrate, the
tiny passageways will be unsupported, making them liable
to fracture. Do not be tempted to recharge systems with
deteriorated condensers. Be very wary that electric cooling
fans could restart suddenly; disconnect the relevant fuse, or
electrical connector to avoid risking a severe injury.

9. Only if it is holding vacuum (i.e. negative pressure), can you
recharge the system. Once filled with the specified weight,
measure the temperatures at the air vents with the system
running and repeat Steps 1-3.
10. Annual cabin filter renewal is also essential to ensure
optimum efficiency of the heater and ventilation system.
Should the filter be blocked, it could be possible that this
will place extra strain on the blower fan motor and resistor
pack.

Preventative measures for a faulty
system
Deduce whether, or not, a non-functioning, or inefficient, air
conditioning system possesses a fault. While air conditioning
specialists insist on annual maintenance, including that the
receiver/dryer is replaced every two years, the fact is that most
car owners do not bother. Therefore, should you perform
the aforementioned ten-point service guide on a regularly
used system that has seen little maintenance, a deficiency of
30-50 grammes may be caused by natural gas seepage over
time. Yet, this drop would not be acceptable on a recently
serviced, or recharged system. Obviously, should the system be
depressurised completely, you will need to investigate further
before attempting any re-gassing. Denso highlights not to
over-do things with UV leak dye, however, because it degrades
the oil. Typically, a system containing up to 1kg of refrigerant
needs only 3-5cc of oil and 2cc for one with a capacity of 500g.

Avoiding future fitting problems, by ordering OE quality parts. These condensers are intended
for the same car. The top one was the punctured original. The inferior copy part on the bottom
did not fit, because the receiver/dryer was excessively long. A replacement had to be ordered,
which delayed the repair, frustrated the customer and wasted time.

As always, check and follow the official quantities relevant for
the make and model on which you are working.
Keeping the system clear of contamination is crucial to avoid
future problems and reduces the risk of a customer returning
for warranty work. If left open to the atmosphere, it is possible
that the receiver/dryer unit has been over-saturated and will
need to be replaced on top of any other replacement work.
Should you replace the compressor, you need to establish why
it failed. Simply bolting-on a new one and regassing the system
risks shortening the life of a replacement, because the debris
will still be present. Many component suppliers issue concise
instructions about the required steps needed to preserve the
warranty. Usually, a flushing operation is mandatory, to try and
remove damaging swarf. Denso Aftermarket revealed to us that
dedicated flushing equipment is required for this procedure,
not an air conditioning service station. We hope to investigate
the flushing procedure in a future feature. Interestingly, the

company also divulged its policy of best practice, which is
to renew the entire air conditioning system, should metal
particles be found, because flushing is no guarantee to
removing all of them. Whether, or not, a typical car owner will
stomach the cost of this is open to question but at least you
can make a client aware of the warranty requirements of an
expensive replacement compressor.
Finally, consider the lubricating oil. Just as engine life is
curtailed, should the wrong grade, or incorrect amounts, of
lubricant be used, so too will the compressor. Check that
you use the correct type and be wary that electrically-driven
compressors (i.e. those introduced with the second-generation
Toyota Prius and fitted subsequently to other hybrids and
EVs) require POE (as opposed to PAG) oils that possess a high
electrical resistance. Check if your replacement compressor
is pre-filled with oil (some types are not) and consult the
manufacturer's literature carefully. Again, we shall detail how to
calculate oil quantities in a future edition.

The increasing importance of air-con
AIRCON

Most drivers look upon air-conditioning as a means of keeping the cabin fresh, more informed motorists and technicians see
the safety benefits, especially with demisting properties. Since its acquisition of Behr Hella Service (BHS), MAHLE Aftermarket
highlights the importance that the latest air-conditioning technology has on reducing temperatures of high-voltage batteries
and electronics in EVs. It emphasises that maintaining optimum temperatures influences not only charging speeds and range
but also the service life and operational safety of the high-voltage battery pack especially. We plan to look deeper into these
systems in future editorials.
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Stop repairing ...

... start upgrading!
MEYLE offers better parts and solutions for the independent aftermarket. Whether
steering and suspension, rubber-to-metal parts, brakes, damping, cooling, filters,
drive components or electronics and sensors: Together with trade partners,
workshops and car mechanics in 120 countries, we work to ensure that drivers can
rely on us - that‘s how we help workshops to be DRIVER’S BEST FRIEND.

Follow us on

Learn more at www.meyle.com

MEYLE UK Ltd.
47 Dolphin Road, Shoreham-by-Sea, West Sussex, BN43 6PB, UK
Phone: 01273 463686, contact@meyle.co.uk, www.meyle.co.uk

Strutting your stuff
UNLESS YOU DISCOVER AN OBVIOUS BROKEN
SPRING, OR LEAKING DAMPER, THERE IS PRECIOUS
LITTLE ELSE TO GO WRONG ON A TYPICAL
MACPHERSON STRUT – OR IS THERE? ROB MARSHALL
FOCUSSES ON HOW YOU CAN ARM YOURSELF WITH
INFORMATION TO PERSUADE YOUR CUSTOMER
THAT PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE IS IN THEIR BEST
INTERESTS.

(damper) effectiveness and provide a courtesy print-out.
Currently, only dampers with severe leakages, worn bushes, or
mounting issues should fail the inspection. Broken/insecure/
unsafely modified springs also represent either Major, or
Dangerous defects.

For all the sophistication that the modern motor car has
introduced, many drivers think that the car knows when its
shock absorbers (or, more accurately, dampers) are past their
best. While highly specified models with adaptive dampers,
or air suspension, can provide a dashboard warning in the
event of a fault, most cars do not have this provision. The onus,
therefore, rests on the knowledgeable technician to persuade
owners that replacing worn dampers is in their best/safest
interests, even if the existing items scrape through an MOT Test.

ZF Aftermarket (known also for its Lemförder and TRW
brands) states that damper deterioration is a gradual process
that is not defined solely by leaks. The rate of wear is affected
by not only mileage and time but also driving techniques,
because harsher acceleration and braking cause the dampers
to work harder and run at higher temperatures. After all, a
damper creates heat as it works.
KYB is more specific and recommends that dampers should
be replaced after 50,000 miles. By that time, the oil within the
damper would have passed through the internal valves more
than 75 million times. These valves are deep inside the damper
and are made from very thin metal; KYB uses the analogy of
bending a wire coat hanger repeatedly to demonstrate how
the metal weakens over time. The resultant increased oil flow
through them reduces the damping qualities. KYB agrees with
ZF that, because the process is gradual, most motorists do not

SUSPENSION

Even so, modern cars have not helped. The relatively stiff
suspension on many models has made it almost impossible
to carry out a traditional 'bounce test' to check damper
performance, without leaving an impression on the bodywork.
Worse still, damper efficiency is not even measured at MOT
Test time and we also know of several garages that have
abandoned their wobble plates, which assess shock-absorber

Dampers: gradual deterioration

Continued...
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with fitting a nitrogen-pressurised damper, over one that was
oil filled only.
As with most aftermarket parts, the risk of counterfeit, or
low standards, continues with suspension parts. OE quality
companies report that, in their own testing of budget dampers,
they discovered inferior corrosion coatings on the damper
piston rod that, from a workshop warranty perspective, will
increase the risk of a damper leaking. Other issues relate to
sub-standard construction and inferior noise, vibration and
harshness (NVH) inhibiting performance, compared to the OE
quality standards.

As physical issues with budget dampers include weaker joints and
poor welds, who knows what cost savings have been made inside?
Pictured is an OE quality damper (bottom) against a low-cost
alternative (top) - compare the weld quality on the top anti-roll bar
link bracket.

notice that, for example, their stopping distances increase by as
much as six metres at 50mph. Febi, part of the Bilstein Group,
also reasons that worn dampers cause uneven, patchy tyre
wear as well.
ZF highlights that certain vehicle specifications and even
modifications place extra stresses on the dampers. Largediameter wheels (especially when shod with low-profile tyres)
reduce the sidewall height, which means that the tyres flex
less, so the dampers are confronted with greater forces. Aside
from risking other technical complications (including those of
wheel alignment and underside impact damage), KYB reports
that standard-specification dampers can tolerate up to 30mm
of lowering; any further reduction in ride-height dictates that
specialist short-stroke dampers are needed. It is worth noting,
however, that parts which are not used in the ways intended
by the manufacturer can affect the warranty, so it is worth
checking the guarantee arrangements with your supplier and
informing the customer accordingly, if working on a car with
modified suspension.

The importance of extras
Check with your damper supplier about what is included.
In almost every case, a replacement top mount lock nut
is supplied but also consider that many manufacturers
recommend that the damper securing nuts and bolts are
renewed as well, especially if the latter are self-locking but
lack nylon inserts. Should this be the case and replacement
fixings are not provided, consider that standard replacement
nuts and bolts might not possess the correct tensile strength.
Therefore, if still visible, check the bolt head for any markings.
ZF Aftermarket underscores Lemförder's service packs, which
contain new fasteners for not only the replacement dampers
but also for peripheral components that must be disturbed
during the procedure.
A fitting/service kit is also mandatory. Again, check if it is
included. These tend to contain a new replacement piston
rod protective gaiter, which needs replacing because dirt
can not only remain within the old gaiter but can also build
on the bump-stop within the strut assembly. More accurate
terminology for a bump-stop is 'spring assister', because it
works in conjunction with the spring towards the limit of
compression, to slow movement and prevent violent contact

Damper quality

SUSPENSION

Obviously, ordering the correct damper is crucial. Be wary
that different damper specifications might exist between
different engines of the same model. For example, a lowperformance model might possess oil filled dampers, whereas
a sportier alternative within the same model range might
have its dampers pressurised with nitrogen gas. This might
present a possible bolt-on upsell opportunity, where you can
recommend an OE quality gas damper in place of an oil-filled
unit, which does not affect neighbouring components.
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KYB told AT that nitrogen-pressurised dampers still contain
hydraulic oil, but the gas prevents any external air from
entering and mixing with it, the tiny bubbles resulting from
which reduce damping effectiveness. Nitrogen is also an
effective heat dissipater, meaning that the oil keeps cooler and
retains its relative viscosity as it flows through the valves, which
is especially useful for a car that is driven enthusiastically. From
a workshop perspective, there is no extra labour time involved

Presuming you do not have the room for a dedicated pneumaticoperated tool, consider purchasing a compact gated spring
compressor. This Sealey R229 is on special-offer from Doncasterbased Butts of Bawtry for £199.95+VAT until at least the end of
July. Note the plastic inserts have a non-slip function and protects
the spring's paint from damage.

between the strut and the body/subframe. Therefore, they
play crucial roles but, just as dampers wear gradually, spring
assisters' materials degrade and lose their effectiveness. Your
service kit should include suitable replacements.

Certain suspension bolts need a high tensile strength, so be wary
of supplying replacement fixings that might not be suitable for a
high-stress application. This Class 10.9 bolt is made from quenched
and tempered medium carbon steel alloy and low carbon boron
steel.

Ancillary components, such as anti-roll bar links, may also be
disturbed during the operation, so it is worth replacing any
ailing joints, or bushes that you might encounter. For longerlasting joints and arms, MEYLE highlights its HD range of joints,
while MOOG offers its Hybrid Core bearing technology, both of
which present ideal upsell opportunities as well. First Line has
developed its uprated anti-roll bar link range for LCV models
and now stocks a range of 60 new part numbers. All of the
quality manufacturers that we contacted recommend the best
practice of changing worn anti-roll bar links (as well as ball
joints and suspension arms) in axle pairs to ensure consistent
and balanced performance. Obviously, suspension arms, ball
joints and bushes are topics that we shall consider in more
depth in a future article but referencing their importance
within this context is relevant, in case you disturb them while
replacing dampers and springs.

Tough at the top

As with springs and dampers, choose OE quality parts, should you
have to replace nearby components that you might disturb.

In recent months, Delphi Technologies has advised technicians
not to ignore the top mount. Often forgotten, not only does
it incorporate a bearing on many struts that acts as a steering
pivot but it also acts as a cushion to reduce noise, vibration and
Continued...
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traffic calming measures and deteriorating road conditions
to car manufacturers making their cars heavier. While
manufacturers have strived to make components as light as
possible, weight saving measures have resulted in different
shapes, sizes and wire dimensions being used for springs,
along with heat and surface treatment processes (such as
shot peening) to achieve the OE performance and longevity
characteristics. Corrosion is a serious enemy of springs,
encouraged greatly by the UK tending to use more road
salt than many other European countries. While demand for
replacement springs tends to be higher in winter, check over
springs carefully for corrosion as you renew dampers, to ensure
that they are suitable for reuse.

Many modern top-mounts include a bearing. If it does not, the
bearing will need renewing separately. Image courtesy of the
Bilstein Group.

shock from being transmitted into the cabin. They are hardworking parts, too. Not only does constant movement cause
them to wear gradually but deterioration is also exacerbated
by mechanically unsympathetic driving, such as striking
potholes, or kerbs at speed. Exposure to a wide range of
atmospheric conditions, such as moisture, salt spray, humidity
and temperature variations is also not appreciated.

1. V
 erify specification for the individual vehicle variant.

Like dampers and spring assisters, top-mount deterioration
can also be gradual. Yet, they tend to be inaccessible within
the suspension tower and, therefore, are hard to inspect.
Even so, severe wear, or even separation of the rubber/
metal components, can manifest themselves in several ways.
Knocking, or clunking, at low speeds may be blamed easily
on an anti-roll bar link, when the top-mount is the real reason.
Seized bearings can also cause the steering's self-centring
action to become sluggish. Uneven tyre wear and poor
suspension alignment can also result from excessive topmount movement.

3. Renew the bump stop, piston gaiter and top mounts.

As top mounts tend to be relatively inexpensive parts,
compared with the retail labour costs charged for separating
the strut from the car and dismantling it, you should give
serious consideration to replacing them whenever you perform
a damper change. As with dampers, replace top mounts in axle
sets and insist on fitting OE quality parts.

SUSPENSION

Springs
Broken springs pose a particular safety risk, because a portion
of sharp, compressed wire risks being ejected at high speed
as you dismount the strut. Take extra care and consider
compressing the spring in-situ to guard against potential injury
risk. Worn springs can cause the ride-height to reduce and this
is one of several reasons why springs should be replaced in
axle sets.
Both ZF and KYB told us that coil spring breakages are
becoming more popular for several reasons, which vary from
28

Top Ten
Damper Replacement
Tips
Damper properties can vary within the same model
range, dependent on engine, transmission and
equipment levels.

2. Always replace springs, dampers and their ancillary
parts in axle sets.

4. Check which fastenings require replacement and
use the correct specification nuts, bolts and washers.
Make enquiries with your supplier about which
fixings are included.

5. Follow all torque specifications. Do not use an impact
wrench on damper fixings.

6. Where bushes are fitted to the damper, torque the
fastenings with the weight of the vehicle on its
wheels. The same advice applies to any suspension
parts that you may have had to remove.

7. Never grasp the piston rod with mole grips, or pliers.
The resultant damage risks abrading and tearing the
piston seal, risking premature leakage of hydraulic
oil.

8. Respect the restrained force within a compressed
suspension spring. Never unscrew the top nut, until
you are certain that the spring has been compressed
safely. Therefore, familiarise yourself and your
colleagues with your spring compressor tools.

9. Check ancillary parts for corrosion, such as the
springs, the pan base and even the car's inner wings.

10. Before fitting a new oil-filled damper, prime (pump)
it in its working position (vertical or at an angle) to
ensure that any air pockets that may have formed
during storage are expelled from the oil.

Sponsored Article
AIR SUSPENSION IS A DIFFERENT SUSPENSION
SYSTEM COMPARED TO TRADITIONAL COILED
STEEL SPRINGS. HEAVY-DUTY RUBBER AIR SPRINGS
PROVIDE LUXURY VEHICLES WITH AUTO-LEVELING,
ADDED SAFETY, AND A SMOOTHER, MORE
CONSISTENT RIDE.
The main components of an air suspension system are:

Ride height sensors
A ride height sensor monitors the ride height and sends a
signal to the vehicle's computer to activate the compressor.
It measures the varying distances between the road and the
vehicle's chassis to provide input to a vehicle’s Electronic
Control Unit (ECU) which then sends a signal to the air
suspension compressor to fill or release air for the vehicle's air
struts.

Air suspension compressors
Air suspension compressors are electric air pumps that feed
compressed air into a reservoir or directly into flexible air
bellows found on air springs, struts, and air assisted shocks.
Arnott’s compressors are a 100% direct replacement, is a plug
and play installation and equipped with thermal overload
protection to prevent overheating.

Air suspension solenoid valve blocks
Air suspension solenoid valve blocks are responsible for
distributing air from the compressor to the air struts and/or air
springs.

Air springs

Air struts
Air struts combine a shock with an air spring to provide
structural support for the car’s suspension. Shock absorbers
are necessary to slow down or dampen a spring’s motions,
but they do not carry weight. A failing OE air spring will cause
the shock to do extra work and wear out. Active, electric, and
adaptive shocks are more complex but essentially perform the
same function as passive variable rate dampers - which control
the rate that a shock’s oil passes through internal valves.
Arnott offers two options: New or remanufactured air struts.
Arnott’s new air struts are designed by engineers applying
decades of experience to design all-new struts built with
new passive variable rate dampers - tuned to provide an OE
like ride. They also include all new, tighter, top and bottom
mounts, rugged name brand air sleeves and other tier one
components. Arnott’s remanufactured air struts reuse the
original shock, top and bottom mounts, and any additional
integral components helpful in maintaining full factory
damping functionality. Besides replacing the air sleeve, many
of Arnott’s remanufactured struts are also recharged with new
high performance shock oil and worn internal components are
replaced.
+44 (0)203 3186124

 Info@arnotteurope.com
www.arnotteurope.com

ADVERTORIAL

An air spring is a rubber bladder filled with air, which function
is equivalent to a coil spring. Air springs use the compressive
abilities of air and rubber to absorb vibrations and raise or
lower the vehicle. Arnott air springs are designed with a piston,
top and bottom mounts, and rugged rubber (Continental
ContiTech) sleeves that provide structural integrity, air-tight
construction, toughness against light abrasion from road
debris and resistance to salt and chemical corrosion. Air
springs provide near-instant tuning and the ability to adapt
handling to different situations and various loads. High quality
components are of key importance to ensure the safety of
the driver/passengers, after all, there's generally 7-15 bar
pressure in the air springs. That’s why Arnott does not just
copy an O.E product by using cheap, low quality materials
but tries to improve the design and only uses the highest

quality components. Arnott is an engineering company
that tests the O.E. product thoroughly in a state-of-the-art
testing facility, evaluating the weak spots and complications
during installation and improving the design and the applied
materials. This is being done in a close cooperation with
multiple OE Tier 1 manufacturers.
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A number of professional intake cleaning products are
available, especially as preventative maintenance, to
tackle the growing issue of deposits

Out of sight but not out of mind...

ENGINE & DPF CLEANING

CLEANLINESS IS NEXT TO GODLINESS WHEN IT
COMES TO ENGINES AND DPFS, WHICH LEADS ROB
MARSHALL TO PROVIDE AN OVERVIEW ABOUT HOW
THEY CAN BE KEPT BLOCKAGE-FREE
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'Contamination' has become a buzzword in modern car repairs.
Yet, it has not been made-up by people wanting to sell you
products that you do not need. Tightening exhaust emissions
standards have ensured that cars have to ingest their own
excreta, an unfortunate consequence of which are deposits
collecting within not only the engine but also its ancillary
parts. Modern engine design has not helped, either. Even if the
owner follows the official manufacturer service intervals, they
tend to be too long anyway. As most official intervals tend not
to consider preventative maintenance to inhibit contamination
build, the best you can do is inform and provide a package of
decontamination options to your customer.

The origins of decontamination –
from below
Being a complex mix of chemicals, petrol and diesel produce
by-products of combustion. Some of these end-up in the
engine oil, which holds them in suspension, until drained out

at service time. BG Products is one such additive specialist
that has performed considerable research on how deposits
build beneath piston rings on healthy direct injection petrol
engines (GDI), which result in a loss of compression. The
resultant increase in blow-by gases contaminates the oil
further, reducing its service life. Eventually, these deposits dropout of the oil, resulting in the tarry sludge that technicians
all know and hate. The resultant loss in lubrication system
effectiveness tends not to be noticed, until a major stressed
component (such as the turbocharger) fails. This is why many
turbocharger suppliers will not honour warranties, unless the
garage can prove that it carried-out further checks on the
lubrication system. Luke Cross, the star of this issue's 'Tailpipe',
recommends the oil system detox treatment as an extra
package that his garage offers.

The origins of decontamination –
from up-top
A further issue is caused by the gases that enter the intake from
the crankcase via the positive crankcase ventilation system.
Naturally, an increase in crankcase blow-by results in more oily
fumes entering the intake. These enter the inlet manifold and
the viscosity improver content within the engine oil forms a
sticky residue inside the tracts. While you would have thought
this would not cause a problem, because inlet air passes

through the air intake, Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR) adds a
further complication. As diesel and GDI engines produce high
levels of particulates, the resultant sooty exhaust fumes enter
the intake via the EGR valve and the carbon particles become
attracted to the sticky surfaces. Blow-by gases cause oil vapour
to coat the carbon, which attracts yet more carbon. Should
the fuel injectors lose efficiency, even more carbon deposits
are produced. Ultimately, you are left with oily sludge-type
deposits, which can build and restrict the intake manifold
port and the cylinder-head inlet tract. The engine is, literally,
suffocated of air as a result. As the process is gradual, the owner
might not notice any difference. The engine management can
compensate for the situation to an extent but, when the longterm fuel trim deviates beyond a typical 25% from its standardsetting, the engine warning lamp is likely to illuminate. The
contamination can also affect swirl-flap operation, which, as we
shall see later, has implications for throttle bodies.
As GDI engines not only rely on a high proportion of EGR, to
keep their NOx emissions down, they tend to reach higher
temperatures than diesels, which causes the oily residue
to bake into a harder deposit with a rubbery consistency,
especially within the cylinder-head ports.

Tackling the problem
Regular oil changes and the use of flushes should tackle most
issues in the crankcase but the top-end situation is more
complicated, especially on modern direct injection engines,
which do not benefit from the cleaning effect of fuel washing
down their intakes. Periodically using a good quality fuel
injector cleaner is essential. JLM Lubricants highlights that it
has developed a bespoke cleaner for GDI applications that
not only removes stubborn deposits but also inhibits their
reformation. The company claims that an advantage for a
typical workshop is the fast speed at which the additive works.
For diesels, more concentrated injector cleaners can be dosed
directly into the fuel filter housing.
While optimising fuel injector efficiency helps to reduce
exhaust particulates and, therefore, reduce inlet contamination,
it cannot stop it completely. As the fuel does not touch the
inlet on modern direct injection engines, a host of companies
have developed specialist machines for the motor trade to help
cleanse the inlet, mainly as a preventative measure. Typical
examples include JLM's Diesel Extreme Clean Toolkit Pro (sold
in the UK by Kalimex), Forté's Power Clean and the BG Platinum
Fuel System Services that introduce chemical cleaners into the
inlet, using specialist machines that are available strictly to the
motor trade. FlexFuel Energy Development's HY-carbon cleaner
machine offers a slightly different alternative, by introducing
hydrogen into the inlet, instead of chemicals.
However, much is down to the technician's professional
judgement. Even if these intake cleaners can clear a severely
contaminated inlet, do you really want all that contamination
to pass through the engine and into the catalytic converter
and DPF? In these cases, dismantling and manual cleaning
may be the only option. Crushed walnut shell blasting has
become a popular treatment to remove stubborn GDI deposits

Autotechnician witnessed JLM's Diesel Extreme Clean Toolkit Pro
being used on a severely contaminated inlet, which cleaned this
throttle body quite effectively, without any intrusive dismantling
being required. Note how the air temperature sensor was badly
clogged.

EFFECTIVE AGAINST MOULD, SPORES, FUNGI & 99.9% OF ALL KNOWN BACTERIA
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which can increase the soot loading within the DPF.
Subsequent diagnostic checks are vital. Checking the
frequency between DPF regulations and evaluating typical
drive cycles will help you to recommend a preventative
maintenance programme to minimise crankcase, inlet and
DPF contamination, especially for your low mileage customers.
However, do not rely solely on the live data from your
diagnostic tools. DPF pressure sensors can give false readings
and making quick manual checks with an old-fashioned
manometer is a sure means of verification.
Evaluate whether, or not, a preventative light clean is required,
or if the intake deposits are so bad that physical dismantling and
manual cleaning is required. This diesel direct-injection inlet
manifold is severely contaminated.

within cylinder-heads, for example, and is employed by both
independent garages and main dealers. If you have discovered
and rectified severe intake contamination, you may have to
reset the engine management parameters, such as the fuel
trim, to their factory values. Remember that intake cleaning is
likely to increase DPF soot loading and many diesels need a
road-test long enough to initiate a regeneration afterwards.

While many technicians agree that a forced regeneration
is a mechanically-stressful procedure, several on-car DPF
treatments are available. These vary from additives that can be
dosed into the fuel tank, to chemicals that can be poured into
the DPF via its hollow pressure pipes. Yet, be wary that many
specialists, including Darren Darling of the DPF Doctor, strongly
advise that over-dosing the fuel tank with regeneration aids
can overheat and even melt the DPF core, therefore quiz the
owner to ascertain if any chemicals have been previously
added.

DPF blockages
Reduced engine efficiency, due to intake contamination and
fuel injector fouling, affects the DPF and is why blockages
should be viewed as a symptom of an underlying issue.
Consider also that intake blockages can affect the throttle
body on certain diesels, which help encourage exhaust gas
flow into the intake via the EGR. Some throttle bodies also
incorporate sensors that are affected by sludge - take an intake
air temperature sensor as an example. Should one be clogged,
the engine might be making incorrect fuelling calculations,

In-tank additives are recommended as preventative measures;
ones that are dosed directly into the fuel filter housing are better,
if faster results are needed.

ENGINE & DPF CLEANING

Offering in-house, offcar DPF cleaning
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Contrary to popular belief, modern particulate filters
cannot be removed and jet-washed with water. For a
start, the resultant chemicals are not suitable to enter our
sewage network. In most cases, you will have to remove
the DPF and send it to a mail-order specialist, so why not
offer the service in-house? DPF Recovery highlights that
case studies from its customers show that the Evolution
Flash Cleaner machine can cover its finance costs within a
year, based on, approximately, two DPF cleans per week.
Highlighting the profit potential, subsequent cleans have
a variable cost of around £15 each, with fluid and filter
changes being necessary between 125-150 DPF cleans.
The waste must be disposed of in accordance with local
regulations the same as you would with normal garage
waste. No other special maintenance procedures are
needed.

Apart from removing particulates, even from a severely
blocked DPF, it can also flush out ash, which is impossible
with the DPF on the car. Interestingly, although a pre-wash
with a bio-enzyme additive may be required, the Evolution
Flash Cleaner machine also eradicates oil contamination
that can result from a turbocharger failure, for example.
The machine has been refined to not only make it simple to
use but it is also surprisingly compact, measuring 1400mm
wide x 1000mm deep x 1700mm high, making it viable for
workshops with restricted floor space.

Get your customers back on the road
more quickly with eﬃcient, eﬀective
and reliable DPF cleaning
Market leader DPF Recovery can help
meet your DPF cleaning needs through:
• Our in-house service to clean your
customer’s ﬁlters
• Sales and installation of a range of
Flash Cleaner Machines enabling you
to clean DPFs at your own premises
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For further information contact:

DPF Recovery Limited
Vulcan Road South, Norwich NR6 6AF
T: 01603 423254 E: sales@dpfrecovery.co.uk
www.dpfrecovery.co.uk

®

SOLE DISTRIBUTOR
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See hurdles, not barriers. Remember that
Henry Ford quote – “If you think you can or
can’t do something, you’re probably right”

Keeping the wheels turning
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At the time of writing, we are entering the fifth
week of lockdown. We are being urged not to relax
the social distancing to prevent a secondary rise in
infections but the public demand for an exit strategy
is growing. Aftermarket analysts GiPA has been
tracking the activity of 420 UK workshops to analyse
the impact of COVID-19 and have just reported that
46% of the group are currently open for business and
experiencing a significant fall in custom, as drivers
settle into the lockdown routine and use their car only
for essential travel. However, it is worth noting that
this surveyed group also includes franchised dealers
and fast fits.
The unprecedented financial support offered by the
government has been a lifeline for workshops and the
challenge of investigating complex faults has been replaced
with navigating a way through the process of furloughing
staff, applying for the Small Business Grant fund and
for business rate relief. Accessing this funding has been
somewhat of a postcode lottery and the Independent
Garage Association (IGA) has written a follow-up letter to
the Secretary of State regarding the inconsistency of local
authorities’ classification of independent garages within
business rate relief legislation.
Stuart James, IGA Chief Executive, stated: “We have spoken
with many garages throughout the escalation of the
34

coronavirus pandemic, and access to this rate relief* makes
a difference to the length of time their business can survive
with reduced or no income, despite being designated by
the Government as an essential service. Although most
garage premises are classed as industrial rather than retail,
all member businesses are open to the public and offer
services such as MOT testing and vehicle repairs, and goods
including replacement parts. It is vital that garages remain
open to ensure that key workers have safe and reliable
vehicles, therefore they should have the same benefits as
any other retail outlets.”
Stuart concludes: “We are working hard to obtain further
clarification from the government, and in the meantime
encourage members to cancel their direct debits and
challenge their local authority.”
*Two business rate relief documents, plus links to a wide
range of resources for independent garages, can be found
here.

A new way of operating
In the last issue, we spoke with Edward Grigg of Swanley
Garage Services, who still had plenty of business booked in
and had started to offer a contactless collection. We caught
up with him to see how things had since developed.

“When the government announced the lockdown, I was
faced with a difficult decision. Immediately my staff were
asking if they should be coming to work the following
morning. I asked everyone to come to work as normal so we
could make a decision together. When it was confirmed that
garages could stay open, we decided to let the reception
staff work remotely from home by diverting the phone lines.
The technicians were spread out over the two units, with
two technicians in each and our collection and delivery
driver was willing to continue on a ‘contactless’ basis. He
would ask the customer to leave the key somewhere safe
and before driving the car, he would clean all touch points
and fit the appropriate VPE, including a seat cover, steering
wheel cover and floor mat. He was also supplied with the
appropriate PPE – gloves, masks and fully protective overalls.
“The first week of lockdown was still fairly busy for the
garage. I think there was a sudden influx of customers
wanting to get their cars repaired, serviced and MOT'd as
quickly as possible. From the moment they announced the
MOT 6-month extension, the business went very quiet and
we received cancellation after cancellation. As a team, we
decided to stay open for just five hours per day between
9am and 2pm and we’ll continue to operate like this until
the lockdown is lifted. The five hours per day has allowed us
to keep the key workers of Swanley moving. We have also
had people visit from nearby towns as quite a few garages
have shut their doors. We are only conducting work on the
outside of the vehicle. We have been offering free MOT's for
NHS staff, which has received great feedback. Many of the
customers are key workers and they are all very grateful for
us staying open.
“Financially, we have not taken advantage of the furlough
scheme, but we did receive the government grant and free
business rates for one year. We are hoping that the grant,
along with the reduced daily takings, will keep us going until
the MOT's are back to normal.

“I have seen a lot of debate online
within the automotive community
about whether or not to stay open
and I have seen businesses being
criticised for remaining open. I feel
that it is not for people to judge but
rather support. Nobody knows each
other’s circumstances, so I think each
individual business should just do
what feels right for them.”

In amongst the raft of help being provided by the
government, there is one group for whom there is very
little support; owner-managers of limited companies. A4G
Accountants in West Kingsdown reports that in 2014/15, the
Institute of Fiscal Studies estimated there were 1.8m people

VAT deferral

If your business is VAT registered and have a VAT payment
due between 20 March 2020 (Feb 2020 quarter end) and 30
June 2020 (April 2020 quarter end) we have been advising
clients on the option to defer the payment until a later
date in order to help manage your cash flow. It has been
confirmed that HMRC will not charge interest or penalties
on any amount deferred. If you decide to defer your VAT
payment, you do not need to tell HMRC, but you still need
to file the VAT return and you must catch up your debt on or
before 31 March 2021.
If you normally pay by direct debit you should contact your
bank to cancel your direct debit as soon as possible or cancel
this online if you are registered for online banking.

In a fuddle over furloughing?

The HMRC provides an overview of the Job
Retention Scheme within this 25-minute
YouTube video: Click here to view.

Furloughing your small directors’ salary

Most directors take a tax-efficient salary of £715. If your
company has no work for you to do other than basic
statutory director responsibilities, you can furlough yourself
and the company can claim back 80% of this cost. If you
have a partner or spouse on the payroll this will double your
entitlement (you will receive 80% of each salary rebated).
It would be usual for this amount to increase in April 2020
but abuses of this are likely to be challenged. Those whose
companies are still trading but are concerned about how
long that will be, need to consider very carefully their salary
levels in April and beyond. See the highlighted box above
for a link to HMRC’s guide to furloughing.

Company dividends

If your management accounts show you as a solvent
company with retained profits, you are still able to draw
dividends even if you are making no profit now. This will
of course deplete your cash and affect your credit rating.
That doesn’t stop you re-introducing all or part of it to the
business as a director loan owed to you at a later date.

Personal mortgage holidays

For the majority of people, your mortgage will be your
biggest outgoing each month. You should contact your
mortgage lender to arrange a payment holiday. Even if
Continued...
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Help for owner-managers of limited
companies

in this category and over half of them earned less than
£50,000 (the limited set by government for helping the selfemployed). Most company owners structure their businesses
by taking a small salary, paying Corporation tax on the
majority of earnings and drawing dividends. Dividends are
ignored for the purposes of support and is causing huge
concerns for many of those people. A4G offers this advice for
those of you in this position...
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you are able to continue making mortgage payments, it is
worth taking advantage of the mortgage holiday to be able
to put some money aside as a safety net, as we are unable
to predict how long this will go on for and these holiday
periods may get extended if this is to continue longer term.

Director expenses

Many directors are poor at keeping a record of their
expenses and miss out on tax-free amounts. With time on
your hands, ensure that you can claim for all your business
expenses. This will then be money owed to you from the
business tax-free, which will help maximise your personal
income.

Personal saving tips

To save as much money as possible during Covid-19 it is
important to maximise income and minimise spending.
For more information and tips, please see our article on
reducing your personal expenses at www.a4g-llp.co.uk/
blog/reducing-personal-expenses.

Applying for universal credit

Universal credit is a monthly payment to help with your
living costs if you’re on a low income or out of work. To check
if you are eligible and to apply visit www.gov.uk/universalcredit. Please note there are queues within the application
process, so the quicker you apply, the better!

Business banking overdraft

One of the quickest ways to get your hands on some
extra funds will be speaking to your business bank about
increasing your overdraft limit. If you are registered for
online banking, most banks will allow you to apply for this
online.

We spoke to garage owner James Etherington at VDS
Performance in Redhill who, like many others, found that
he was entitled to very little government support, but has
found online support invaluable during these challenging
times, particularly the Automotive Support Group on
Facebook.

COVER STORY

The Institute of the Motor Industry (IMI) has recently
promoted a series of free online CPD courses that
members can take advantage of during downtime.
These include:
Electric Vehicle eLearning – a multi-module course
designed for individuals wanting basic knowledge of
electric vehicles and aspiring technicians wanting to
upskill their ability in repairing electric vehicles.
Strategy and You – all about dealing with uncertainty,
questioning the status quo and using a mixture of
creative and analytical skills to improve performance at
work and help an organisation succeed.
Motor Vehicle Service and Maintenance Technician
(Light Vehicle) Practice Tests – designed to assist
apprentices in their self-assessment and preparation
for the Motor Vehicle Service and Maintenance
Technician (Light Vehicle) Practice Tests - ST0033/AP03
online tests during their End Point Assessment.

A problem shared…

“When lockdown was first announced, I must admit I
was worried. Ironically, not for my own health but for the
long-term health of my business. Anyone who runs their
own business knows just how hard it can be normally, let
alone faced with the situation we now find ourselves in. My
immediate concern like most business owners is how am I
going to stay in business long term, pay the bills, pay myself
even? There was a lot of questions that needed answering.
“Five weeks on we find ourselves living the ‘new-normal’.
Being a one-man operation has its limitations on a normal
day but right now, I count myself lucky I do not have the
staff, overheads and complications of a multi-technician, big
operation workshop.

Continued...
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Free online CPD courses

Members, and non-members, can also take advantage
of its COVID-19 hub www.theimi.org.uk/landing/
covid-19/ which contains advice from its teams of HR,
financial and legal experts.

Scam alert!

The HMRC warns to remain vigilant about scams, which
may mimic government messages such as 'Stay at
home' and 'Stay home, stay safe', as a way of appearing
authentic. Don’t give out private information or reply to
text messages and don’t download attachments or click
on links in texts or emails you weren’t expecting. You can
forward suspicious emails claiming to be from HMRC
to  phishing@hmrc.gov.uk, and texts to 60599.

Authorised Distributor of Castrol
Part of certas energy
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TEL: 01384 263614
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“For me, the transition to the new-normal has been relatively
straightforward, in part, due to the immense support some
of the industry’s experts have shown during this time. There
have been Facebook support groups, webinars and chats
amongst technicians and business owners alike, which I
think has really helped reassure me (as well as others I’m
sure) that this difficult phase will pass and with a little careful
planning we can limit the financial impact this has on our
businesses.
“I decided the best solution for me was to remain open but
work fewer hours, so that I was still available for key workers
and regular loyal customers who genuinely needed a repair
doing and also to be able to contribute to my overheads
to ensure the business survived. Unfortunately, despite the
various government pay out schemes I, like many other
limited company directors, found myself entitled to very
little.
“So, it was business as usual at VDS then? Well, not quite. A
few changes were required to limit the risk to myself and my
customers, all jobs were to be collected (reducing the traffic
to site and subsequent contact) and each job was wiped
down before and afterwards, with vehicle protection being
used throughout. Overnight it had become a contactless
operation, invoices were emailed at the end of each day and
payment made by bacs or over the phone.

COVER STORY

“Although it is a lot quieter than it usually would be, I am
hopeful that the decisions I have made (reduced hours,
payment breaks, doing a cash flow forecast etc) will allow
me to recover quickly when lockdown is lifted. Also, the
extra time I now have on my hands has allowed me to sort
out all the odd jobs that I am usually too busy to do, as well
as spend a lot more quality time at home with my family
in-between jobs.
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“I would just like to take this opportunity
to thank James Dillon, Dave Massey, Tom
Denton, Andy Savva, Andy Crook and
Steve Scott for their efforts and time spent
in setting up and contributing to their
Facebook ‘Automotive Support Group’.
Likewise, John Batten of Auto IQ for his
supportive posts and words of wisdom. I
believe they have helped a lot of people to
navigate their way through this difficult
time. To all of Autotechnician’s readers –
I’d just like to say, stay safe. Together we
will get through this. See you all on the
other side.”

Support from suppliers
Two weeks after the lockdown was announced, the Alliance
Automotive Group stepped up for its AutoCare and United
Garage Services network members, by providing a two-

Test your knowledge with these
free online tests
Andy Crook of GotBoost is currently compiling the
next Autotech test to tantalise your fault-finding
skills. If you have not taken a free online Autotech
assessment before, fill out a brief form at https://
autotechnician.co.uk/registration/ to receive an alert
when the next confidential test is available online and
to access a database of existing assessments. Turn to
page 8 for more details.

month payment holiday. Trading Group Managing Director
Bob Ackroyd said: “Whilst the vast majority of garages
appear to be remaining open, many are on reduced hours
and skeleton staffing. It is therefore more important than
ever that we do what we can to support them.” AutoCare
and United Garage Services continue to provide its technical
helpline, online training courses and approved garages lead
generation.
The Parts Alliance was also quick off the mark to freeze
membership fees paid by its national garage network,
Servicesure. This proactive offer was received very well by
workshops who had been in the process of trying to reduce
monthly outgoings, experiencing varying degrees of success
with aftermarket suppliers. Colourspray Auto Services in
Merseyside offers MOTs, servicing and bodywork, and took
the difficult decision to close the business on 28th March.
“It’s not about the amount of money saved, it’s the fact that
Servicesure offered it unprompted as a way of supporting
us,” said owner Graham Young. “The support we’ve had from
Servicesure, CES and The Parts Alliance has been great.
It’s easy to make promises when the going’s good, but it’s
times like this when you really know who’s there for you.
Graham reiterated a sentiment that resonates for all of us
I’m sure: “I know we’ll come out the other side of this and
we’ll remember the people who stood by us and supported
us however they could.” www.servicesureautocentres.
com/become-a-servicesure-garage.

Helping the cause
The silver lining to the current pandemic is seeing how
people have pulled together during a crisis and the number
of people going above and beyond to help family, friends
and complete strangers. The aftermarket is no exception,
with manufacturers and distributors contributing their
resources and expertise to help with the challenges
COVID-19 has presented. Here is a brief overview of just
some of the ways our industry has been helping out:
Battery manufacturer GS Yuasa have supplied its VRLA
batteries to NHS Nightingale hospitals, which will be used
as standby backup power in Uninterruptible Power Supply
(UPS) systems.

Continued...

FLEX

ABILITY
Now with SYNC

Easy Connection Technology

EASY CONNECTION TECHNOLOGY

The TRICO Flex range of wipers blades just got even better – now featuring even
sleeker styling, increased vehicle coverage, and SYNC Easy Connection Technology
allowing you to fit a connector in as little as 1 second.
Still with just 14 references delivering 95% vehicle coverage, and only
5 connectors covering all 9 major wiper arm types, TRICO Flex
is your perfect wiper blade solution for all workshops,
factors and retail environments.

ORIGINAL
EQUIPMENT
MANUFACTURER
ORIGINAL
EQUIPMENT
MANUFACTURER

OEM

OEM

• Increased vehicle coverage – now fitting
the latest unique Mercedes connection
• Improved design retro-fit hook adaptor
• Latest technology laser cut steel splines
for precision pressure distribution
• Proprietary TRICO rubber formulation &
coating for optimum wipe performance

SINCE

1917

SINCE

1917

trico.eu.com

SYNC
EASY CONNECTION TECHNOLOGY

Euro Car Parts is supporting the AA’s new partnership with
the London Ambulance Service, supplying parts to keep
NHS staff on the road. Andy Hamilton, CEO at Euro Car Parts,
said: “The aftermarket has a critical role to play in keeping
key workers moving at this time. We’re proud to supply parts
to roadside recovery services like the AA, and in turn, to their
partners in the NHS, to ensure ambulance crews can reach
patients who are in need.” There are many individuals at
branches also doing their bit – a Euro Car Parts sales advisor
in Cannock helped a vulnerable pensioner who was unable
to go to collect her medicine prescription because her car
was off-road. The sales advisor located the part needed to fix
her vehicle in branch and arranged for a mobile mechanic to
visit her so that it could be repaired as quickly as possible.
Total UK Limited is supplying free jet fuel to both the
Essex & Herts Air Ambulance Trust and the Great North Air
Ambulance Service (GNAAS) during the Covid-19 pandemic.
Paul McManus, Head of Facilities at GNAAS, said: “We are
extremely grateful to Total UK for supporting us during this
incredibly challenging time. We really do need all the help
we can get, so this is one less thing for us to worry about."

MAHLE, and clothing manufacturer Triumph Holding, have
joined forces to manufacture face masks. The aftermarket
supplier is providing a filter medium for the respiratory
masks that is FFP3 rated and absorbs viruses. “At MAHLE we
are currently exploring all means available to us to help in
this emergency situation – with our technical know-how,
test labs, clean rooms, and also our production facilities.” The
company is also examining the possibility of additionally
producing hot-formed masks in-house as well employing 3D
printers to manufacture components for face masks as well
as other medical equipment.
Schaeffler donated one million euros to the Red Cross
for the fight against COVID-19. “We have the greatest
respect for all people who maintain our infrastructure with
extraordinary commitment in this exceptional situation.
With our donation we want to express our gratitude and
respect to the doctors and medical nurses who are doing
superhuman work in the fight against COVID-19 these days,”
said family shareholder and Chairman of the Supervisory
Board, Georg F. W. Schaeffler.

COVER STORY

The Parts Alliance has spread a little cheer by donating
prizes from its recent ‘Original Experience’ promotion to NHS
staff, food banks and carers. With the promotion’s unplanned
early finish, thousands of food prizes, such as snack boxes
and chocolate eggs were leftover across the distributers
branch network.
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Diamondbrite, known for their paint and fabric protection
systems, have responded to the Covid-19 crisis by switching
half of its production capability to manufacturing its new
Hand Sanitiser, Surface Sanitiser, Velvet Soap and Carbon
Class Antibacterial Cleaner products. The company has
donated Hand and Surface Sanitiser to NHS sites across
the UK. MD Lance Boseley, said: “We saw an issue with
the availability of hand sanitiser at the very start, and as a
chemical manufacturer, knew we could help. Since then
we have shifted 50% of our production over to these new
products and have been able to supply the MOD, doctors’
surgeries and nurses at local hospitals free of charge as a
result.” The four products are available via its web shop
www.diamondbrite.co.uk with free UK delivery on
orders over £20.

GS Yuasa has supplied its VRLA batteries to NHS Nightingale
hospitals, which will be used as standby backup power in their
Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) systems

MOT Garage Management Software provider MOT
Juice believes that MOT Centres are ideally suited to
become COVID-19 Testing centres, reasoning that a
VTS operates using Government/DVSA approved and
secure data systems that could quickly be adapted to
register and deliver COVID testing in the same way
vehicle testing is conducted. Founder and creator of the
VTS MOT Compliance System, MOT Juice, Barry Babister,
believes MOT Centres across the UK can play a vital
part in assisting with localised COVID-19 testing, record
keeping and helping the nation get back to its former
glory whilst keeping costs to an audited minimum.
More on this to follow in the next, Summer, issue…

Managing your mental wellbeing
With so much out of our control at the moment, it’s
understandable that we feel more anxious at times and
may sometimes feel overwhelmed. Personally, when I feel
a bit wobbly, I tend to get stuck into clearing up and find
that having a good sort out helps me reclaim some feeling
of control, with the added benefit of achieving a wellorganised room/laptop/office space or Spotify account!
I have seen a fair few garages do the same of late. While
I think it’s important to stay motivated, make plans and
use this rare downtime productively, I think it is equally
important not to put too much pressure on ourselves.
Social media has been inundated with YouTube videos,
blogs and Instagram posts on ways we can use our time
effectively by becoming fitter, bilingual, to eat healthier,
home school effectively, start an online training course…
the list is endless. It’s certainly not going to do you any
favours moping around all day in your pyjamas worrying
about what’s going to happen, but equally it’s not helpful to
feel like we have to be new, improved versions of ourselves
post-lockdown. Be sure to do your homework, tighten the
belt to reduce costs and prepare that business plan to kick
ass post-lockdown but remember to be kind to yourself.
Our bookkeeping friends at A4G have pulled together
some ideas from Mind into a template that can be viewed/
downloaded here, providing practical advice on how to
manage anxiety in these strange times. If you are an owner/
manager, you can send this out to your staff as it is or
adapt it to suit your business, depending on whether your
employees are still working or have been furloughed. Either
way, your staff will appreciate you keeping in touch and
caring about their mental wellbeing.
On a final note, we’ll hand over to workshop owner James
Etherington with five things that have helped him to keep
him going in the past few weeks:
• Source as much information as you can about the
situation and make the right decision for your business.
Talk to other business owners.

The Parts Alliance has donated prizes from its recent ‘Original
Experience’ promotion to NHS staff, food banks and carers.

• Make a financial plan for short, medium and long term
(12 months) so you can clearly see the financial affect this
is having on your business and how long it will take to
recover.
•Stay busy! Get all those outstanding odd jobs done.

Post-lockdown special feature

• Enjoy the respite – take the time to relax and enjoy the
simple things in life. It’s not often we get the chance
when we’re running around worrying about the day to
day running of our businesses.

COVER STORY

We are currently compiling a post-lockdown
feature to ensure you are maximising
opportunities to get customers back into the
workshop by offering vehicle health checks
and addressing issues that could have arisen
from vehicles standing idle or being used only
on infrequent, short journeys. Ensure you have
subscribed to receive the digital issue as soon as
its published, as this special feature will, fingers
crossed, be sent out between issues.
Subscribe here.

•Spend quality time with family.
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Parts, Tools & Tips
New products, fitting tips & technical advice to ease fault-finding and installation

EQUIPMENT BUNDLE SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCES OUTLAY
Pro-Align has created an ‘Ultimate Starter Bundle’, which includes three key
workshop systems, and is priced at £9,999, offering a saving of almost £2,000
until 30th June, when compared with buying the pieces of equipment
individually. Included within the bundle are the Hunter TCX 52 tyre changer,
the Hunter SmartWeight Pro wheel balancer and a Teknel Butterfly induction
heater, making it an ideal package for those looking to enter tyre servicing, or to
upgrade or replace existing equipment.
“After the unsettling Brexit period, confidence is returning to the sector and
many workshop owners are now actively looking to further invest in their
business,” comments Clive Seabrook, CEO, Pro-Align. “By bundling together
a number of our most popular entry-level systems in an incredibly tempting
package, workshop owners will be able to improve their service offering for a
very modest outlay.”
Part of Pro-Align’s wider Essentials range, the Hunter TCX 52 is a popular entrylevel traditional tilt arm tyre changer – ideal for those workshops operating on a
restricted budget. It features an air powered tilt column, bi-directional turntable,
side shovel, bead press system and is operated via a foot pedal system.
Meanwhile, the SmartWeight Pro is the latest diagnostic balancer from Pro-Align
and not only provides a better balance but it is much quicker than traditional
wheel balancers, reducing labour time and uses fewer balance weights.
The final system within the Essential bundle is the Teknel Butterfly induction
heater, which uses an electromagnetic field to heat metals to a maximum
temperature of 1,000 degrees Celsius.
To order the bundle, or to find out more, call Pro-Align on 01327 323 007 or visit
https://pro-align.co.uk/tyre-changing-equipment-bundle
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INSULATED SOCKET SET
Sealey’s Spring 2020 Promotion runs until 31st May 2020
and includes a deal on its new 10-Piece Insulated Socket
Set, AK7943, another addition to its comprehensive range of
Premier Hand Tools.
The sockets and accessories in this set are made of hardened
and tempered Chrome Vanadium Steel and each component
is fully insulated to VDE and EN 60900 standards to protect
from electric shocks up to 1,500V DC and 1,000V AC – ideal for
technicians working on modern hybrid and electrical vehicles.
Included in this set are sizes 10 to 24mm, a flip reverse comfort
grip ratchet wrench with push-button quick release and a
125mm extension bar.
www.sealey.co.uk
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VEHICLE SANITISER KIT
WAI has used its global supply chain to source products the
automotive aftermarket requires to keep business moving and
brings a high-level, non-corrosive vehicle disinfectant cleaner,
STERI-7, to market.
There are a number of technicians continuing to service and
repair key workers’ vehicles, and with strict procedures in place
to maximise health and safety, it is important that they have
access to the appropriate equipment to reassure customers that
the vehicle has been thoroughly disinfected before handing it
back.
STERI-7 is a global brand used by Government facilities, and
technicians simply need to spray the ready-to-use disinfectant
inside the vehicle and close the doors. A few seconds later
bacteria, viruses and spores on that surface will be eradicated up
to 99.99%.
Once it has been left to dry, a reactive barrier is created on the
surface, which will then regenerate to give up to seven days of
added protection. The product has been tested, and is effective,
against many commonly occurring bacteria, yeast and viruses
that are known to be highly transmissible and can result in
infections and illnesses.
Technicians are recommended to use 50ml per use, meaning
there is enough per kit for 100 vehicles. The STERI-7 vehicle kit
also comes with a five-litre pump sprayer, 100 ‘This vehicle has
been sanitised’ stickers and a pack of 10 disposable masks.

Richard Welland, WAIglobal UK managing director, said: “The
automotive aftermarket is playing an essential role in helping to
keep key workers on the road and it’s important that technicians
remain safe while doing so. Our global supply chain is enabling
us to provide much-needed products to the industry during this
difficult time.”
They are available to garages direct, but WAI will also supply
them to motor factors if there is a large enough order.
To enquire, customers can call 01243 833 420.

Toss Your Torch

Switch to Induction Heat
Mini-Ductor® Venom®
SAFETY
CERTIFIED

The Mini-Ductor Venom uses Invisible Heat® to release metal from corrosion and thread
lock compounds without the dangers of open ﬂame and up to 90% faster - 3/4” nuts are
turned red hot in seconds.
Applications:
> Seatbelt Bolts
> Suspension
> Fuel Tank Straps

> O2 Sensors
> Brakes
> Inline Connectors

theinductor.co.uk
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A NEW SOLUTION
FOR GDI INJECTOR
PROBLEMS
SNAP-ON’S INTELLIGENT DIAGNOSTICS TOOL
MATCHER IS NOW LIVE
A new tool matcher feature on the Snap-on website makes
it easier for technicians to find the best suited Intelligent
Diagnostics-enabled platform for their specific needs.
Technicians can click on the “Let’s Get Started” button to
complete a short survey about the jobs they perform every day
and the features that they use or believe would come in handy.
Once they hit the “OK” button, they’ll receive a recommendation
for the right Snap-on Intelligent Diagnostics tool for them –
either ZEUS® or TRITON-D8®.

With Gasoline Direct
Injection, GDI, posing new
problems to workshops, JLM
Lubricants has developed
a unique formula to
address GDI fuel injector
problems. The exposed
injectors are prone to rapid
contamination, not seen
with traditional injectors,
leading to emission and
performance failures.

The results give technicians an overview of the product and
allows them to watch a video as well as request a demonstration
from their local Snap-on franchisee or other representative.
The tool matcher also provides a comparison of the Intelligent
Diagnostics range and shows how the different products
increase in features and capabilities.

The JLM GDI Injector Cleaner
has been developed for the
latest generation of GDI
engines. It cleans existing
injector deposits and also
prevents the build-up of
future deposits, allowing
complex injection systems
to operate at maximum
efficiency.

Using Intelligent Diagnostics can save significant time and boost
productivity in the workshop by eliminating guesswork and only
displaying information relevant to the specific vehicle and fault
code.

It can be used on all GDI, FSI,
TSI, TFSI, CGI and SIGI engine types, cleans both the nozzle and
inside the GDI injector, reduces PN, NOx and CO2 emissions and
is suitable for Euro 6/VI+ Exhaust Emissions standard.

diagnostics.snapon.co.uk/tool-matcher

www.jlmlubicants.com

HENKEL LOCTITE ONLINE SUPPORT
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Business couldn’t be much further from normal right
now but HENKEL has a long-established online network
for its customers to access support and instruction to
ensure the wheels of industry keep turning. Take LOCTITE®
threadlocking, for example, there are now multiple ways
for customers to learn more about the technology.
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Its new website on the subject http://henkel-adhesives.
com/uk/threadlockers, is packed with application
information including a downloadable user guide, and
videos on topics such as why assemblies fail and how to
disassemble threadlocked assemblies.
The HENKEL sales engineers continue to provide online
consultations and demonstrations. To request this support,
go to www.henkel-adhesives.com/uk/en/insights/
loctite-services-signup.html. This link will also give
customers access to webinars on threadlocking and other
engineering adhesive technologies.
On LinkedIn, www.linkedin.com/showcase/henkeladhesives, the HENKEL team is offering free online
consultations to help customers reinforce their
maintenance and repair processes. Anyone interested in
such support is invited to contact the team at adhesives-

mysg@henkel.com and HENKEL will then connect them
with an expert.
www.henkel-adhesives.co.uk

HELP SAFEGUARD VEHICLES’ CABINS
Primalec says that a leading scientist claims ozone (O3) could
be used as a weapon to combat the COVID-19 outbreak and
has introduced its Airco Shield Purifier to market. It is designed
to provide a cleaner, medically safer environment in vehicles
by using the natural power of ozone to eliminate bad smells,
smoke, mildew, bacteria, viruses and allergen.
It does this by permeating the fabrics of upholstery, seats, roof
linings and trim, as well as the fan blown air circulation system –
treating a vehicle only takes around 30 minutes.
Zhou Muzhi, professor of Tokyo Keizai University and president
of Cloud River Urban Research Institute, says for more than
100 years, ozone, considered a killer of virus in nature, has
been widely used by people for disinfection, sterilisation,
deodorisation, storage and bleaching, thanks to its strong
oxidablity.
According to results of an experiment on how ozone kills
SARS virus conducted by the national P3 laboratory headed
by Professor Li Zelin, ozone is effective in killing the SARS virus
inoculated on green monkey kidney cells, realising a killing rate
of 99.22 percent.
The virus found in Wuhan and SARS virus both belong to

the coronavirus.
Researchers found
that the novel
coronavirus is 80%
similar to the SARS
virus in their genome
sequences. It is
reasonable to predict
that ozone is equally
effective in preventing and controlling the new coronavirus.
Primalec Director Richard Doran said: “The spread of the novel
coronavirus has led to an increased focus on the environment
inside vehicles and enclosed spaces of all types and how we can
make it healthier.
“We are obviously not claiming that Airco Shield Purifier can
safeguard customers from contracting the novel coronavirus,
but a purified cab is a safer cab. Airco Shield Purifier is quick and
simple to use; treating a vehicle takes just 30 minutes.
“For a modest investment, and no consumable costs, we can
provide workshops with a highly profitable new customer
service proposition which can help allay their customers’ fears
about the quality of the air in the vehicles they use on a daily
basis.” Email customers@primalec.co.uk for more information, or
visit www.primalec.com

MOTORCYCLE IGNITION
NGK spark plugs has released its 2020/2021 Motorcycle Applications catalogue.
The ignition specialist has long been synonymous with the two-wheel bike scene
both on the road and also in the motorcycling racing arena, where its spark plugs
have helped the world’s leading teams and riders to numerous victories.
The company supplies the original equipment spark plugs for most motorcycles in
the market.
The new catalogue includes 22 new part numbers, more than 450 amendments,
including more than 100 new applications for existing plugs, and features 3,500+
motorcycles plus an additional 400 All-Terrain Vehicles.
NGK Spark Plugs (UK) Ltd Marketing Manager Mark Hallam said: “NGK Iridium IX
spark plugs are popular with motorcyclists for their ability to provide enhanced
ignition efficiency, better acceleration, faster starting and smoother running,
longer life, and better fuel consumption.

TRICO’s Flex range enables motorists to step-up from the
conventional wiper to premium beam blade technology at a
reasonable price and now offers increased vehicle coverage.
First launched in 2013, the TRICO Flex wiper programme sold 20
million units worldwide in 2019, providing 95% coverage of the
vehicle parc from only 14 part numbers, meaning minimal stock
investment.
The range now includes the latest fitment for late Mercedes
A-Class, B-Class and C-Class models, featuring the latest wiper
technology. A new SYNCTM connection system consists of five
clips, covering the nine most-popular wiper arm types, which

can be added or removed in just one second. In response to
customer feedback, a new ‘top mount’ retro fit connection
system has been developed to upgrade older style conventional
blades to modern beam technology.
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LATEST MERCEDES MODELS COVERED BY FLEX RANGE
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VOLKSWAGEN I.D.3: VW tackles BEV market with
defining new electrified range
BY IAIN ROBERTSON

VW’s first volume EV is
anodyne in appearance

As the biggest car company in the world, Volkswagen
has a notional responsibility to lead the new car
market, in the opinion of Iain Robertson, although he
is concerned that its paper-folded design stance, while
light and airy, is lacking slightly in design direction and
even the technology is not innovative. If everything
goes awry in the fossil-fuelled car parc, at least VW
should be ‘production ready’.

fidgety on the style-conscious, large diameter (20.0-inch)
alloy wheels but no less than on a Tesla Model 3. The exterior
design is handsome, if a little ‘Origami’ in its approach, while
an aerodynamically steep windscreen is necessary almost as
much for its ability to reflect the extensive HUD information, as
cleaving through the air.

Range clarity

NEW CAR FOCUS

In summary
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As a VW Golf-size hatchback, the all-new I.D.3 makes
moderate use of its 4.2m length and substantial 2.8m
wheelbase in accommodation terms. Of course, the floor of
VW’s MEB platform is home to a choice of three lithium-ion,
increasingly potent battery packs, which could compromise
accommodation, were it not for a taller body. Its driving
position is okay, if not quite as comfortable as a Golf, although
the trim detailing, more noticeable due to its minimalist
dashboard swathe, does fall short of tactility and quality
expectations.
With much of its 1.65-tonnes kerbweight mass located
between the front and rear axle lines, the I.D.3’s modest
turning-circle (10.2m), urban manoeuvrability and main
road stability is good. However, its low-speed ride quality is

The latest VW is a three-model line-up, with a trio of power
options and a posted starter price of around Euros30,000
(c.£30k-£40k range in the UK). Personally, I believe that this rate
is too expensive, the ‘People’s Car’ no longer appealing to a
lower common denominator. The entry-level version provides
a 45kWh battery and a fully charged WLTP range (probable
mileage in brackets) of 200 miles (170). A 58kWh alternative
will do 250miles (210), while the 77kWh version is capable of
350 miles (300). Fast charging of the latter version will enable
a range of around 150 miles, within 30 minutes, from a 100kW
charger (suitable cables are supplied with the car).
Despite assurances to the contrary, range anxiety will continue
to overwhelm drivers, when they are confronted by high-cost
superchargers, out-of-service chargers and those that are semipermanently occupied, thereby adding to journey delay issues.

Performance
Interestingly, using the mid-range 58kWh unit as a benchmark
(the only version available at pre-launch) but also comparing
it with other EVs, a restricted top speed of 100mph is a clear
intention by VW to extend the car’s range. Its acceleration is
likely to be disappointing, with a 0-60mph time in the region
of 10.0s. There is a perfectly good reason for it, as Volkswagen
has opted for fewer lightweight materials being used in its
manufacturing, stating without irony that the extensive use of
aluminium would make I.D.3 far too expensive.

Around the same size as a Golf+, I.D.3 is practical

Yet, used as a commuting machine, fully recharged nocturnally
using a domestic driveway wall-box (electricity cost around
£14, from flat to full), the I.D.3 has a role to fulfil that is well
within its capabilities.

In some respects this is a reflection of the ‘ordinariness’ that
VW wants to instil within its EV models but a hefty kerbweight
does equate to higher ‘fuel’ consumption and less wieldiness,
although the I.D.3 does not seem to suffer from handling
idiosyncrasies, which suggests that the chassis electronics
are being worked much harder. Equipped with Brake Energy
Recovery, the two-stage drive (BER on/off ) means that most
owners will hardly use the brakes, which will lead to longer
term possible calliper seizures and rotors rusting, long before
brake pads need to be renewed.

Eco-stance
The paper-folder’s art provides a clean sheet cabin approach
that aids the aura of space. An intriguing innovation is the
thin interior LED light bar that provides driver assistance in
conjunction with the in-built sat-nav, flashing when the blind
spot monitors are working and even warning of a need to
avoid incidents, when in cruise mode.
If anything, knowing that the dedicated platform and electric
drivetrain, protected by an 8 years/100,000 miles warranty, will
be reliable, it is the new electronics architecture that could
pose future problems. With the balance swinging towards VW,
the company will not wish to court controversy. However, even
LEDs possess a finite life and replacing blocks of them, which
will be the most economic route to resolving failures, will also
add to ownership costs. Avoiding high-cost public chargers
may alleviate this somewhat.

MQBe platform explains I.D.3’s higher stance

Yet, there is no skimping on the equipment front, the 1st
Edition models, for which early adopters have paid a £1,000
deposit since May 2019 (deliveries commence this July),
include sat-nav, DAB+ radio, both seat and steering wheel
heating, front armrests and 18.0-inch diameter alloy wheels
as standard equipment. The 1st Plus variant adds a rear-view
camera, cruise control, ambient cabin illumination, all-LED
external lighting (complete with ‘fluttering’ headlamps
signature) and 19.0-inch alloys, while the 1st Max features
the augmented reality HUD (projected onto the inside of the
windscreen), a Beats sound system, panoramic sunroof and the
aforementioned 20.0-inch alloys. The higher up the trim ladder,
the more involved is the electronic packaging.

The constancy of electric drive changes the way by which
power can be delivered to the wheels, which means that
a normal multi-gear transmission, needed to cope with
conventional, variable torque curves, can be replaced by
a single-speed unit. Extremely compact, it uses a reduced
number of internal cogs and a pair of smaller transmission
Minimalist cabin architecture is a key feature
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Continued...
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Ultra-compact singlespeed transmission

gears to maintain compact dimensions. Designed sturdily
and produced entirely in-house at VW’s Kassel plant, the unit
takes fullest advantage of the electric motor’s instant torque
(228lbs ft) and makes a multi-gear transmission weighty and
redundant.
Reverse only demands a change in polarity, the electric drive
working in the opposite direction. To achieve 150kW of power
demands that the electric motor rotates at high speeds, the
I.D.3’s top speed being reached at a maximum of 16,000rpm. In
reality, it needs no more than the solitary ratio. The one-speed
gearbox minimises extraneous noise, although beyond the
statutory up-to-19mph ‘approach noise’, electric drive units do
emit a characteristic whine.

NEW CAR FOCUS

Weight consciousness
is evident
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Summary:

International governmental eco-pressures are pushing
carmakers into producing BEVs. VW has planned its I.D.
model roll-out for several years and, while production
volumes are understandably low at present, the German
Zwickau plant, which is run on clean energy as part of VW’s
decarbonisation plan, intended to make the company
carbon-neutral by 2050, is ramping up the numbers.
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THE SPECIALIST CLUB

FAST & EASY!

Search and download the “Specialist Club” application on App Store® or Google Play™
or go to valeoservice.co.uk/specialistclub
Sign up the first time, then simply log in the next time.
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The Valeo Conversion Kit
Composed of a solid flywheel and a reinforced long travel damper clutch disc

the conversion kit is a reliable and efficient alternative to the traditional dual-mass flywheel + kit
◊ Easy to fit: Same mounting
time as a dual-mass
flywheel and no specific
adjustment required for the
clutch
◊ Reliable: Optimal
protection of the engine
and gearbox
◊ Comfortable: High
filtration of vibration
and noise to enhance
driving pleasure

AFTER FITTING A VALEO CONVERSION KIT
YOU WILL NEVER HAVE TO CHANGE
THE FLYWHEEL AGAIN,
ONLY THE CLUTCH KIT

TAILPIPE

TALES FROM THE WORKSHOP FLOOR

IN CONJUNCTION WITH LUKE CROSS, OF CROSS
MOTOR ENGINEERING, BIDFORD UPON AVON,
WARWICKSHIRE, IAIN ROBERTSON DELVES INTO THE
REALMS OF PREVENTATIVE ACTIONS AND HOW TO
AVOID PROBLEMS OCCURRING FURTHER DOWN
THE LINE.
There is zero doubt in most garagistes’ minds that prevention
is better than cure. In fact, upwards of 50% of your business
is reliant probably on a sense of practical foreboding. It is
not witchcraft and you do not need access to the writings of
Copernicus to ascertain when brake pads need to be replaced
imminently on a customer’s car, when it is wheeled in for
service. Keep the customer informed and the ‘surprise’ element
is reduced but the gratitude quotient escalates by a healthy
margin.

TAILPIPE

While chatting with Luke, who manages the perpetually busy
family garage services business that has been in existence
since 1983, he is highly aware of preventative actions. “Engine
cleaning is a godsend to our business and is much to the
benefit of our customers,” he states. “We work closely with all of
our customers, whether they be private, or business. We listen
to their stories and work with them to resolve issues, some of
which can be both pressing and costly in the longer term.”
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One of the biggest problems confronted by major fleet
operators lies in engine reliability and, while some popular
motors can run forever and a day requiring little more than
regular maintenance, some possess inherent troubles, often
related directly to contamination. Luke continues: “We are
aware that Ford’s 2.2-litre and PSA’s 1.6-litre turbo-diesel units,
among others, can build-up unwanted oil-related deposits
that, much like spotting worn brake pads, can lead to a
potential breakdown. We are partnered with EDT Automotive,
a leading player in the engine flush arena. Their bespoke
equipment allows us to carry out the most comprehensive
engine cleaning tasks, which help to extend the operational life
of those engines.”

Naturally, it is neither blind ambition, nor a ’sell-through’
opportunity, that makes Luke and his team recommend a
thorough engine flush periodically to their customers but,
rather, the knowledge gained from a hard-earned reputation
in the garage services field. To Luke, keeping his colleagues
well trained and informed is every bit as important on the
preventative actions front. “We have solid evidence,” he
emphasises, “that cleanliness is next to godliness, if you want
to extend the working life of a vehicle. As such, whenever we
encounter a need to carry out a turbocharger replacement,
our customers know that we shall also carry out an EDT engine
flush.”
At an on-cost of £120, it has become a sensible option for the
majority of Luke’s clients, especially as they gain from lower
emissions and greater fuel efficiency. Yet, preventative actions
are so inherent to Luke’s mindset that even the arrival of the
Covid-19 (Coronavirus) pandemic was addressed at Cross
Motor Engineering, without either panic, or emotion. “Our
staff work apart and maintain a safe distance from each other.
Our receptionist avoids personal contact with customers. We
sanitise all working surfaces and wipe-down seats, steering
wheels and controls in customers’ vehicles with religious
fervour! Naturally, facemasks and protective gloves are de
rigueur in our business anyway, we simply change them more
frequently.
“We want to remain in business for as long as possible and
addressing the issues related to this pandemic, by following
the government’s guidelines, is the best means for us to
exercise common sense and ensure that we are not side-lined.
After all, we have customers’ needs to service and some of
them fall into the ‘essential users’ category.”
The infamous ‘6Ps’ could be augmented by a seventh for
Prevention, most especially in these difficult times, but, as Luke
Cross demonstrates handsomely, he has a handle on dealing
with timely intervention, to ensure that subsequent problems
are reduced, or eradicated, as necessary.
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